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Contract let
Construction
New Hospital ,
$ Opened Tuesday
al $50,219 More
n Funds In Sight,
mons Says
s on construction of the new
Ol County War Memorial
eld, opened in the circuit
room here Tuesday after-
in the presence of the Fiscal
County Judge Clyde. Wood
members of the hospital
jog committee, totalled $325,-
with estimated cost of
,.nt, furniture, engineer's
hitect's fees, and miscel-
• expense items, ran $50,-
ove funds in sight for the
-et No contract was awarded
ny part of the work.
nds in sight total $340,109,
eas low bids for the work
led $390,328, broken down as
ws: General construction, (6
), J. D. Jennings Corpora-
204 E. Lee street, Louisville,
300; heating and plumbing,
ids), Larkins Plumbing Co.,
Broadway, Paducah, $75,500;
ic work, (7 bids), McCon-
Electric Co., Princeton, $13,-
sterilizing equipment, (3
), American Sterilization Co.,
Pa., $7,726; kitchen equip-
(I bid) Circular Equipment
113 S. 10th street, Louisville,
52; elevator (5 bids), War-
Electric Manufacturing Co.,
nati, Ohio, $13,305.
sy in hand or in sight for
p!-0)ect is $100,000 from the
issue, $80,000 in pledges re-
in the local financial cam-
$30,000 anticipated from
e aid, and $130,109 (one-third
otal cost) obtainable from
federal government, an offi-
said.
he Fiscal Court has taken
r advisement the low bids re-
ed and awards of contracts
be made contingent upon ar-
mg for additional funds
a formal statement is-
after Tuesday's meeting
The court has 30 days in
h to act upon the bids.
os. J. Simmons, chairman of
hospital board, said Wednes-
morning he has called a meet-
of the building committee and
hitect Sam C. Molloy, of
vile, here for that night.
ssion of ways to redece the
such as possible elimination
ir conditioning, reduction of
rgency lighting and anything
deemed not essential at the
of the hospital's operation,
be had.
r Molloy stated here Tuesday
moon, following the meeting
e courthouse, that he believed
bids were well in line with
t might be expected in view
material and labor costs to-
except in the instance of
hen equipment, which he be-
ed to be too high.
r Simmons said Wednesday
ing he believed the cost can
reduced somewhat by elirnin-
ns in present plans and that
rest of the money needed
be obtairsol in some manner,"
coolzactiveass
actual construction be put
er way this spring.
anions Honor Boy,
I Scout Leaders
y Scouts, Girl Scouts, Y-
ns and Brcnvnies were honor-
at Wednesday's meeting of the
ants Club, held in the cafe
a at Butler School building,
beervance of Boy Scout Week.
W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. Nola
is, Mrs. James L. Walker,
Nancy Stowers, leaders of
girls' groups., made brief talks
Mrs. Allen Oliver, Cub lead-
and Scoutmaster John 0. Mc-
ey and Joe Weeks were
gnized. The Kiwanis Club
return to the Henrietta Ho-
next Wednesday for its meet-
Soviet Agent
Agnes Smedley (above), is an
American author who operated in
Shanghai and "is a spy and agent
of the Soviet government," ac-
cording to the sensational story
of Russian spy ring, revealed in a
32,000-word report made to
Douglas MacArthur on pee-World
War II looting of secrets from the
German embassy in Tokyo. (AP
Wirephoto)
Jayne Hogan Will
Reign At Minstrel
Buck And Wing Dance
Will Be Presented By
"Lightning" Blackburn
Jayne Hogan, Rotary Queen,
will reign ovei the third annual
ministrel show to be presented by
Rotarians at 8 o'clock Friday and
Saturday nights, Feb. 18 and 18.
Bryant's Boogie Beating Brats
from Butler will furnish orches-
tra music, and there will be spec-
ial numbers by the Butler Glee
Club.
Hugh "Lightning" Blackburn,
endman, will do an old time buck
and wing dance, novelty songs
and jokes will be presented by
K. V. "Bones" Bryant, Homer
"Polasses" Purdy, Elwood 'Cal"
Cook, Oliver "Rastus" Allcock,
Harry "Snowball" Long, .13urhl
"Deacon" Hollowell, and W. E.
"George Washington" Willis.
A new star this year who will4
be a favorite of the kiddies will
be Elmer, a masked character
whose identity will be a secret
until after the show, J. Gordon
Lisanby, minstrel committee
chairman, said. Sam Steger will
be interlocutor.
Butler Gym May
Seat Only 432
State Fire Marshal
Rules After Measure-
ments Are Made
Only 432 spectators will be al-
lowed to be in Butler High
School gymnasium at one time,
the State fire marshal has ruled,
Superintendent C. T. Pollard
said Monday.
Specific measurements of rows
of seats, distance between rows,
destilernetked.'rewersesertistades by
school off1ci1s, hal-that
made his decision of these figures,
Mr. Pollard said.
This is a fire safety measure
being taken in this and other
gymnasiums in the State.
"We are gladsthis step has been
taken, and are happy to co-
operate for the safety of our
pupils and patrons," Mr. Pollard
said.
Red Rockets To Play
Heidi Here Saturday
The VFW Red Rockets will
play the Heidi Coal Miner quin-
tet at 8 o'clock Saturday night,
Feb. 12, in Butler gym. Heidi has
one of the fastest teams in West
Kentucky basketball, Glove,
"Fizz" Lewis, new manager of
the Rockets, said Tuesday.
viler Seniors To Give
Miss Jimmy
Miss Jimmy" will be presented
7:30 o'clock Friday night, Feb.
in Butler auditorium as the
ual play given by the Butler
ior Class.
he story is about Jimmy, col-
boy, who sneaks into the
itory of an exclusive girls'
oolln search of a dress. Jimmy
I be portrayed by Charles P'-
1
ther cast members are Jo
ter, Ruth Adams, Nancy Car-
Jacqueline Shoulders and
reared Gresham, college girls;
old Price, colored janitor;
Ise Stonebreaker, dean, and
Stallins, professor.
mmittesd are stage manage-
'
/I Feb. 25
ment, James A. Wood, chairman,
Jimmie Adams, Ed Glass, W. R.
Ethridge, Ruby Johnson and Ann
Humphries; between act enter-
tainment, Jerry Loftus; ticket
sales, Billy Mitchell, chairman,
Jerry Hogan, Gene Croft, Donna
011er and Marie Drennan; ad-
vertising, Kenneth Halk, chair-
man, Mary Glass, Donald Clark
and Lillian Rae Barnes; makeup,
Joan King, chairman, Rossetta
Cummins and Faye Young, and
property, Charles Cummins,
chairman, Willard Brandon, Ken-
neth Teenr and Josie Babb.
The play is under the direction
of K. V. Bryant, Miss Gladys
Knott and Miss Rebekah Hender-
son, Butler teachers.
Body Of Soldier
To Arrive Friday
Rites Saturday
Sgt. Herron Killed Over
Hungary; James B.
Groom, Mrs. Mary
Williamson Die Last Week
The body of Sergeant Frank W.
Herron, who died when his bomb-
er was shot down over Hungary
April 13, 1944, will arrive in
Princeton at 2:30 o'clock Friday
morning.
Funeral services will be con-
ducted at 2 o'clock Saturday af-
ternoon, in Morgan's Funeral
Home. Military rites will be con-
ducted at the grave in Cedar Hill
Cemetery by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars and the Disabled
American Veterans.
Sergeant Herron, who formerly
managed the D-X service station
on Market street, entered the Air
Corps in December, 1942. He was
37 years old at the time of his
death.
Sergean tHerron's widow, now
Mrs. Ben Carbo, Detroit, Mich.,
will be here for the funeral. He
is also survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Herron; a
brother, Roy Herron, and a sister,
Mrs. Joe Wilcox, all of Prince-
ton.
James B. Groom
Funeral services for James B.
Groom, 88, who died Friday, Feb.
4, in Princeton, N. J., were con-
ducted Monday afternoon at
Morgan's Funeral Home by the
Rev. David W. Schulherr. Burial
was in Cedar Hill Cemetery. He
had been in ill health for about
two months.
Mr. Groom, who was born and
reared in Caldwell county, lived
here until three years ago when
he went to New Jersey to make
his home with a son, Littleton
Groom,
He is survived by three sons,
Leonard Groom, Princeton; Lit-
tleton Groom, Princeton, N. J.,
and Stewart Groom, Bronson,
Fla ; two daughters, Mrs. L. R.
Willingham, Chicago, Ill., and
Miss Frances Groom, Seoul, Ko-
rea; five grandchildren, two
great-grandchildren and several
nieces and nephews. His Wife and
a daughter, Mrs. Stella Mitchell,
preceded him in death.
Mrs. Mary H. Williams
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary H. Williamson, 83, who
died Tuesday, Feb. 1, at the home
of a son, Ernest Williamson, Stur-
gis, were conducted Wednesday
afternoon at Morgan's Funeral
Home. Rev. W. C. Dempsey, Stur-
gis, assisted by the Rev. Sumner,
Brinson, was in charge. Burial
was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Williamson, who had been
in ill health for more than a year,
is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Walter Carter and Mrs. Fred
Pasteur, Princeton; three sons,
Charlie and Ernest Williamson,
Sturgis, and Jim Williamson, Ful-
ton; a step-son, Edd Williamson,
Fulton; a step-daughter, Mrs. E.
M. McCaslin, Princeton, and sev-
eral grandchildren and great-
grandchildren
"lbw ,Williantstin was born -in
the B6thany carmintrifty 'and was
a member .of Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church.
Grandsons were pallbearers,
and granddaughters were flower
girls.
Out of town relatives who at-
tended the funeral included Mrs.
Eugene Robards, Madisonville;
Jim and Edd Williamson, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Morrow, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Upton, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Harding, Mrs. Jimmy McCalister,
and J. D. Williamson, all of Ful-
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest William-
son, Charles Williamson, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Williamson and Mrs.
Woodring, all of Sturgis; Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Williamson and son,
Henderson; Mrs. Irvin Johnson,
Evansville, Ind.., and Herschel and
Mack Williamson, Mayfield.
32 Phone Workers Here
Will Share Pay Raise
About 32 Princeton employes
of Southern Bell Telephone Com-
pany are included in a wage in-
crease of approximately 8.6 cents
an hour affecting more than 44,000
non-supervisory employes of the
company in nine southern state,
R. C. Tuck, company manager
here, said Monday. The increases
are effective February 1 for
monthly paid employes and Feb-
ruary 6 for weekly paid em-
ployes, he said. The contract is for
at least a year, he added.
Chief Burch Speaks
To Butler Seniors
Chief H. L. Burch, Navy re-
cruiter from the Hopkinsville sta-
tion, spoke to the Senior Class
Wednesday at Butler High
School. He discussed "Your Fut-
ure Careers and the Advantages
of Your High School Diplomas."
For Bargain Hunters,
Dollar Days Are Coming
People wouldn't be people
if they didn't enjoy getting
something at a bargain. The
Princeton Retail Merchants
Association is giving them a
chance at this by having
three bargain, or "Dollar"
days the end of this month.
Friday, Saturday, and Mon-
day, Feb. 25, 26 and 28, each
merchant will have one or
more bargains for their cust-
omers, Joe Wilcox, president
of the Association, announced
Tuesday.
Valentine Queen
To Be Crowned
Butler Girl And Court
To Be Honored Monday
At Musical
A queen will be crowned and
ladies-in-waiting of her court will
be honored Monday night at a
Valentine Musical to be presented
by the Girls Glee Club and the
High School Mixed Chorus at
7:30 o'clock Monday night, Feb.
14, in Butler auditorium.
The queen and her maid-of-
honor were chosen by the stud-
ent body in a secret ballot and
will be announced at the time
of the coronation. Gene Croft,
president of the Mixed Chorus,
will place the crown on the
queen's head.
The girls from among whom
the queen and her maid-of-honor
were selected are Shirley Quinn,
Norma Sue Cartwright, Margaret
Gresham, Ann Quisenberry, Sue
Trader, Sue Mitchell, Catherine
Hopper, Rosemary Redd, Eleanor
Ann Jones, Dorla Stalling, Mary
Virginia Meadows and Nancy
Cardin,
The Valentine Musical will
have for its theme "A Pretty
Girl Is Like A Melody", and will
be directed by Miss Nancy Stow-
ers, public school music teacher.
Awards Provided
For Spelling Bee
Annual Contest Sched-
uled At Courthouse
Saturday, Feb. 26
Local awards in the annual
spelling bee Saturday, Feb. 26,
included $10 from the Farm Bu-
reau and $5 from The Princeton
Leader for the winner, and $10
and $5 from the Rotary Club for
second and third place winners
respectively, Clifton Clift, county
school superintendent, announc-
ed Monday.
The Junior Chamber of Com-
merce and the Retail Merchants
Association will give $1 to each
contestant who enters the con-
test and does not receive other
prize money, Mr. Clift said.
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times will give $10
to the pupil from each district,
Caldwell county and Princeton,
who is the last to go down in
the district. One of these will be
the winner of the bee. The winner
will also receive a certificate, a
medatand
The contest Ilitacheduled to be-
gin at 1 o'clock, with 10 minutes
of practice before actual contest
time. Mrs. Guy Nichols, English
teacher and librarian at Fredonia
High School, will pronounce the
words.
Entries should be reported to
the superintendent's office by
Saturday, Mr. Clift said.
Princeton ions To Attend
!Dawson Rotary Meeting
.1 Representatives from the
Princeton Rotary Club will at-
tend a special meeting of the
Dawson Springs Rotary Club
tonight to hear B. J. Lenihan,
Louisville, president of the Ken-
tucky Chamber of Commerce.
Planning to go are Dr. W. E.
Willis, president, Mark Cunning-
ham, Melvin Fralick, Howard
Stone and Clifton Wood. Other
towns to be represented are Nor-
tonville, Greenville, Central City,
Kuttawa, Marion, Hopkinsville,
and Providence
I' inceton Lumber Co. Is
aking Major Improvements
Major renovation of the Prince-
ton Lumber Company's building
S. Seminary street, is under way.
A plate glass front, new entrance,
a second storey and other addi-
tional are to be made, Rumsey
Taylor said this week.
Frankie Wright Expected
Vro heave Hospital Soon
Frankie Wright, Fredonia, who
has been a patient in the Prince-
ton Hospital for the last several
weeks, is expected to be sent
this week to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. V. E. Coleman, The Leader
has been informed.
Butler To Meet
Francis First In
District Tourney
Tigers Trim Trigg Coun-
ty In Hard Game;
Barrett Will Play In
Marion Event
The Butler Tigers have drawn
Frances, last year's champion, for
their first game in the 1940 Sixth
District Basketball Tournament
to be played Wednesday through
Saturday. March 2-5, in the Mar-
ion gym.
The Tigers' first game will be
played at 8:30 o'clock Thursday
night, March 3.
Fredonia, last year's runner-up,
is bracketed with Marion at 7:30
o'clock Thursday night. Winner
of this game will play the winner
of the Butler-Frances tilt Friday
night, March 4.
On the first night of play, Wed-
nesday, March 2, Shady Grove
will face Mattoon and Trigg
County will play Tolu. Semi-
finals are scheduled Friday night
and the finals will be played Sat-
urday night, March 5. No games
will be played in the afternoon.
Officials will be Harry Sparks,
Murray, and Joe Howard, Padu-
cah.
Barrett, whose ankle was
sprained in Friday night's game
with Trigg County High, at Cadiz,
will be back in the line-up by
tournament time, If not before,
Assistant Coach Perk Marquess
said Monday. Barrett's place at
forward will be filled until then
by Robert Williamson or Herschel
Ortt, Marquess said.
Barrett topped all scorers Fri-,
day night with 16 points as the
Tigers stubbornly held a one-
point lead at the end of each
quarter to defeat the Trigg Wild-
cats, 36-35. The game was close
and rough all the way, 45 fouls
being called. Trigg lost three play-
ers via the foul route.
Score by quarters, Tigers lead-
ing, was 11-10, 17-16; 31-30, and
36-35.
Tiger scoring was Barrett, 16;
Lee, 8; McCaslin, 6; Williamson,
4, and P'Pool, 2. Wildcat scores
Birdsong, 12; King, 7;
thisii, n, S1g1101S,- 3,
and Turner, 2,
Butler did not play Tuesday
night. The next game in the home
gym will be Friday night against
the Yellow Jackets of Fredonia.
Next Tuesday the Tigers will be
hosts to Marion, and Calvert City
will come to Fredonia.
Men Of Church Work
On Sunday School Rooms
The men of Central Presbyter-
ian Church believe in the saying
`If you want a thing done well,
do it yourself." They are all work-
ing nights getting the cottage
next to the Church ready for
Sunday School rooms. They have
already worked several nights
and plan to be on the job Thurs-
day and Friday nights of this
week. They are Kemtone-ing
walls, fixing floors, and painting
woodwork. The women of the
Church are lending a hand by
lahior food for Zho worker?.
-
Shrewsbury Building
Damaged By Fire
Shrewsbury Electronic Indus-
tries building was damaged Sun-
day night when a fire started
from a gas heater. Jim Shrews-
bury, owner, estimated damage
between $500 and $600. The build-
ing 13 covered by insurance, he
said. An alarm was turned in
about 8:15 o'clock when a pass-
erby saw the flames. Most of the
damage was to the building, es-
pecially the roof, and to the heat-
r, Fire Chief Clyde Kercheval
said.
Justus Coleman Home
After Major Operation
Justus Coleman, who has been
in St. Mary's Hospital, Evansville,
Ind., following a major opera-
tion returned home Sunday and
is recuperating rapidly, his cou-
sin, Melvin Franck, told The
Leader Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs.
Fralick went to Evansville to
bring him home.
Neil Dunbar Captain
Of Academy Rifle Team
Cadet Captain Neil Dunbar has
been elected captain of the rifle
team at Castle Heights Military
Academo, Lebanon, Tenn. Alter-
nate is Cadet Sergeant Campbell
H. Cameron. Dunbar is the nep-
hew of Mrs. Bessie Harmon and
Miss Maggie Dunbar, Princeton,
and Cameron is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. N. B. Cameron, Prince-
ton. The Castle Heights team
shoots in the Mid-South Associa-
tion which is composed of pre-
paratory and private schools in
the Southeast.
The Leader Invites Comparison
While Seeking To Serve Well
MINDSZENTY IN COURT
Joseph Cardinal Mindszenty listens to final arguments Satur-
day in his trial in People's Court, Budapest, Hungary, on charges
of treason and foreign exchange speculation. This is the latest
available picture of the Cardinal, who was sentenced to life im-
prisonment by the court. (AP Wirephoto by radio from London)
Schools May Be Proud
Of Library Facilities
High school pupils in Prince-
ton and Caldwell county have
something special in which to take
pride. Both Butler and Fredonia
High Schools have good library
The library at Fredonia, for ex-
ample, started as a mere hole-in-
the-wall last year and is now a
converted classroom. Number of
volumes has more than doubled,
until now there are more than
1,000.
The George Coon Library,
Princeton, and many individuals
have donated Nooks, Mrs. Guy
Nichols, librarian, said. The great-
est increase has been in fiction,
with about 500 books of this type
donated, she said. There are eight
eets of .c.±-sfclopedias, reffrence
books, classics, and modern ?Rare-
tore in the library.
Twelve magazines, two county
newspapers and one daily news-
paper are included in the sub-
scription list, Mrs. Nichols said.
The Butler library was started
with the opening of the school
in 1924, Mrs. McKee Thomson,
librarian said. It has grown un-
til there are now over 5,000
volumes of all kinds, including
reference books, encyclopedias,
plays, poetry, fiction, and bio-
graphies. There are also maga-
zines and newspapers.
Magazines are placed in sturdy
covers by helping pupils to save
them from some of the wear and
tear caused by much handling.
On top the bookshelves are
replicas of famous buildings such
as McDowell's home at Danville;
the oldest courthouse west of
the Alleghenies, Greensburg;
Daniel Boone cabin in Nicholas
county, and Henry Clay's home,
Lexington. There is even a model
of the old covered bridge near
Cynthiana.
Others besides pupils are per-
mitted to check out books from
the Butler library, Mrs. Thomp-
son said.
This library, which started in
one tiny room, now occupies a
little more than two-classroom
space.
Both Mrs. Nichols and Mrs.
Thomson have had library train-
ing.
Caldwell And Lyon
Sign Most Cows
1,006 Pledged For
Artificial Breeding
Program, Mabry Says
Most of the cows signed for the
artificial breeding program plan-
ned for this area are from Cald-
well and Lyon counties, R. A.
Mabry, Caldwell county agent,
elinounced Wednesday.
Reports that morning showed
cows had tiorene4timad aid
Mr. Mabry said he had no doubt
the 1,200 cows necessary to the
program would be pledged. A few
cows from Crittenden, Trigg and
Hopkins counties were signed
this week and more are expected
to be announced in Trigg county
after reports of men who work-
ed that county Tuesday are turn-
ed in, he added.
The program will go into ef-
fect as soon as enough cows are
signed and a permanent organi-
zation of the artificial breeding
association will be made, Mr.
Mabry said. As a result of last
Saturday's meeting, 100 cows
were signed that day, he report-
About two weeks will be need-
ed to get the necessary equip-
ment for the program after the
association is permanently form-
ed, the county agent said. Robert
McClanahan has already taken
training and is a qualified in-
seminator. George Martin will
take similar training in April.
Last fall, Mr. Martin was chosen
official inseminator for the asso-
ciation, and Mr. McClanahan al-
ternate, but Mr. Martin had to
postpone his training because of
illness in the family.
Arnold's Cotton Party
Scheduled February 15
Aronld's Store will have its
third annual Cotton Party here
Tuesday. Feb. 15, from 10 until
5 &clock, dwners announced this
week Latest fashions in cotton
dresses for spring and summer
will be shown by live models.
The public is cordially invited to
attend. Complete renovation of
the store has been in progress
the last week
Fox Wins Championship
In Dark Tobacco Show
James C. Fox, Blue Springs
community, won the grand
championship in the Dark
tobacco show and sale held
recently in Madisonville. In
addition to the grand prize
he also took first and second
places in both the Best
Heavy Body Crop and the
Best Brown Leaf. Mr. Fox's
crop, grown on 1.8 acres,
weighed 3,085 pounds and
sold for,*1,060.47, an average
Mr. Fox is enrolled in the
Veterans' Farmer Training
Program.
PTA Founders Day
To Be Observed
Mrs. Paul Cunningham
Will Tell History Of
Group Feb. 24
Mrs. Paul Cunningham, spirit-
ual and character chairman of
the First District Parent-Teach-
ers Association, will discuss "The
Seed They Planted" at a Found-
ers Day meeting of the Prince-
ton PTA, 2:45 o'clock Thursday
afternoon,High
School.
Feb. 24, at Butler schoo
The talk will be a history of
the beginning of PTA, which was
first organized about 1895, and
its founders. Mrs. Cunningham
said.Mrs. Cunningham was vice-
president of the district organi-
zation for 2 years and has been
spiritual and character chairman
for 4 years. She is a past presi-
dent of the Princeton group.
First grade pupils, who are
taught by Mrs. J. D. Alexander,
at Butler, will take pert in the
program, Mrs. C. II. Jaggers, Jr.,
program chairman, said. Mrs.
Ralph Cash is president of the
Princeton PTA.
Russell Goodaker III
Russell Goodaker, principal of
Eastside Grade School, is 111 of
sinus trouble, Superintendent C.
T. Pollard said Monday.
Number 33
Supervisors Get
Full Month To
Review Tax list
Some Members Reported
Favorable To Numerous
Reductions; Few
Heard As Yet
The County Board of Tax Sup-
ervisors met Monday morning in
Judge Clyde Wood's office, its
members were sworn in, taking
the oath prescribed by law, and
elected William G. Pickering
chairman. The board then went
into session, to begin reviewing
assessments.
Altho numerous citizens came'
to the courthouse here Monday
and Tuesday to make objection
to increases in their asseamente,
only a few were given hearings
by the board, Mrs. S. J. Larkins,
tax assessor, said. In each of these
instances, reductions were grant-
ed, Mrs. Larkins said.
The board issued a statement,
which is published elsewhere in
this issue of The Leader in a dis-
play advertisement, giving dates
when taxpayers living in the
several sections or communities
of the county may appear before
it at the courthouse, to discuss in-
dividual assessments. The notici
states that the board begins its
sessions daily at 8:30 o'clock in
the morning and adjourns at 4
o'clock in the afternoon.
An official extension of the
time for the board of supervisors
to sit for hearings was obtained
Tuesday by long distance tele-
phone call to Kentucky Commis-
sioner of Revenue H. Clyde.
Reeves. The board advised Mr
Reeves it could not do Rs work
In the 15 days alloted under the
law and was granted a full month.
or until March 7.
Starting its review of the as-
sessment for 1948 Monday morn-
ing, the supervisors asked for and
obtained the assistance and ad-
vice of Jack Kennedy and Mor-
ton Brashears, State Revenue De-
partment men who have aided
the county assessor and her depu-
ties in making the new UM
It was reported around the
courthouse that some of the mem-
bers of the board were emphatic
in statements that the assess-
ments were, in many instances,
too high and most observers were
inclined to believe a large num-
ber of citizens, who have signi-
fied their intention of complain-
ing about raises in their assess-
ments, are likely to win reduct-
ions.
Half-Day Closing
Voted For Stores
Merchants Also Decide
To Do "Real Decorat-
ing" For Christmas
Princeton retail stores will ob-
serve a half-day closing, Thurs-
day afternoons, May through
August this year as in the last
several years, it was decided at a
meeting of the Retail Merchants
Association Tuesday afternoon.
14441O t lbei,f."2"I's 7411
lake the' whole day aft' India&
July 4, Labor Day, Thanksgiving,
December 26 and January 2.
Christmas Day and New Year's
Day fall on Sunday.
The merchants voted to "do a
real job of pre-Christmas decorat-
ing" this year and discussed sev-
eral innovations for the Christmas
shopping season, some of which
are expected to be approved at
the next meeting, Joe P. Wilcox,
president of the association, said.
About 35 members paid dues of
$5 each for 1949.
Mrs. Geiger To Speak
O'er Station WHOP
Mrs. Chatles Geiger, Oount..
home furnishings leader of Home-
makers Clubs, will discuss borne
furnishings at 9:15 o'clock Tues-
day morning, Feb. 15, over Radio
Station WHOP, Hopi i nsv
Mrs. Geiger is a member of the
Otter Pond Homernakers Club
Mother And Daugher
III Of Pneumonia
Mrs Clifton Turley and her
little daughter, Katherine, are
ill of pneumonia at their home
in Fredonia, The Leader feu been
informed. Mrs. Turley teaches
Sixth Grade in Princeton City
Schools.
Band Boosters To
Hear Concert Feb. 21
Band Boosters Club will meet
at 7:30 o'clock Monday ought,
Feb. 21, at Butler High School.
A band concert, including the
Beginners Band, will be present-
ed, K. V. Bryant, band direetor,
said.
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For Our Men Of Tomorrow
"Boys will be boys," they say.
But we're sure you'll agree they'll be
better, friendlier, happier boys if they're
in the ranks of the Boy Scouts of Ameri-
ca. For 39 years,_ the Boy Scouts have
made an increasing- contribution to a bet-
ter America through a well-planned, up-
to-date program to meet boys' interests.
It's A program of adventure that ap-
peals to every boy, when he knows about
it. And there's the rub.
Many a boy of 12 years or older still
needs to be informed of the exciting ac-
tivities of Scouting.
Many a parent needs to discover the
values of Scouting for his boy.
Many an adult needs to find out the en-
joyment to be derived from helping boys
find themselves through Scouting.
Many a civic institution should look
into the merits hnd advantages of spon-
soring a Troop of Boy Scouts.
For these reasons we're taking the op-
portunity, during Boy Scout Week, to ful-
fill our obligation as an information-med-
ium, by reminding you of your responsi-
bility to the boys of America, the Men of
Tomorrow!
*A Fair Deal On Local Taxes
Kentucky's tax problems are mostly
gederal . . . since two-thirds of all taxes
paid by Kentuckians are U. S. govern-
ment levied and three-fourths of such
taxes are paid for wars, past and feared,
State Revenue Commissioner H. Clyde
Reeves told the Kiwanis Club at Louis-
ville last week.
Much has been published, in widely cirl.
culated magazines and the newspapers,
about the staggering federal debt, the
cost of World War II and the amount of
taxes each citizen pays to Uncle Satm, to
meet interest charges on this obligation
and to make payfents on the principal .. .
but all too seldom do people think about
this in relation to taxes they are required
to pay at home, to meet the budget of
the smallest units of government . . .
those with which they have the most in-
timate dealings and therefore, the great-
est personal responsibility.
The health, the education of our child-
ren, police and fire protection, water,
streets, sewers and all the other things to
which we have become accustomed, de-
pend in very large measure upon agencies
and services supported by taxes paid at
home.
Uncle Sam has diligent and intelligent
agents who work daily among us, to see
that we pay into the federal treasury
what we owe, under the law. Of course,
we also have some agents whose duty it is
to watch out for tax evasions by citizens
who have a responsibility to the county
and the city; but they .are usually not
very well paid, not too well implemented
by education and experience to do their
jobs well . • . and they lack the support
and the power of the federal government
to back them up.
The present effort here, to have all
property assessed upon the same basis,
one neighbor's with another's, is basically
sound; in fact, it is the only fair method
under which we can shoulder the tax
burden without injustice to many.
The old system made good citizens pay
part of the tax load of those who, partly
from the age-old dislike for tax paying
in general and partly because it has been.
the custom here to escape as much of
this burden as possible, have managed to
carry less than their fair share of the
load.
If one property owner who has real
estate or farm land worth $10,000 and who
has been assessed at $1,000, begins paying
on a $5,000 valuation, his neighbor, who
has been assessed at $5,000 on a $10,000
piece of property will pay less and the
load will be equally shared. This is the
way the tax laws are intended to operate;
and it is fair.
Admitting that, under the re-assess-
ment the County Board of Supervisors is
now reviewing, numerous errs have
been made in placing values of real estate
and farm land . . . we believe most fair
minded persons who examine the whole
list speedily will decide that many, many
more inequalities hav been corrected and
that the new list comes much closer to
bringing a fair deal on local taxes here
than anything we have had heretofore.
"How Do I Love Thee?"
Window displays around town already
announce the coming of that special oc-
casion for hearts and flowers—Valen-
tine's day. Leap Year is over now, and the
1949 Valentines already show the effects.
Men are shown doing practically all the
courting again.
According to a greeting card publish-
er's report, the girls were fizzles last year
as Leap Year wooers. They couldn't crack
the 1947 record of 325,000,000 Valentines
sent and received; and the marriage rate
is said to have slumped 10 per cent.
"Life is brief, and time is flittin'. So
let's not waste a minute, kitten!" Wow.
The versemakers are at it again.
n.PE,bantAaat. this?. A youngate.r brand,_
1iesa•Ein ge-
mind: "Hey, you! Put this on, and lemme
taste it!"
St. Valentine himself is supposed to
have sent the first of the messages which
now bear his name, in 210 A. D. However,
it was strictly a message of friendship, a
—Kentucky On The March
note of appreciation to the blind daugh-
ter of his jailer, on the eve of his execu-
tion. It was signed, "From your Valen-
tine."
Later, in the Middle Ages, the custom
of sending love messages as Valentines
achieved popularity. Cromwell, in Eng-
land, at one time suppressed the custom
as "immoral."
A new high—or low—in their use, came
during the late 1800's when a Scotsman,
John McLaughlin, introduced his so-called
"Vinegar Valentines," bearing bitterly
sarcastic verses. Now, there are few of
the vinegar variety to be found.
Perhaps the vinegar variety of lover
haa.learned.a new. technique.. Gallantly,
itelecti a-love-1Y lace aiird licrierit job, bear-
ing the inimitable salutation, "To My One
and Only Sweetheart."
Handing it to the clerk with a soulful
look, he says, "I'll need half a dozen of
these this year."—(Owensboro Messeng-
er).
Galloway Fights Johnson Grass
By Ewing Galloway
Time: Not far distant 'future.
Place: A Kentucky field that looked
very much like a canebrake.
Two men were fighting their way
way through the dense growth. They were
inspecting land that had been offered to
them for next to nothing an acre.
One of them stubbed his toe and would
have fallen on his face if the tall vegeta-
tion hadn't held him upright.
Then ne stooped to see what his foot
had hit.
"Durned if it isn't a tombstone," he said
to his companion. "We are in an aban-
doned country graveyard."
The he parted the vegetation and read
the name on the grave marker. " 'Ewing
Galloway' is the name. Galloway? I
seem to recall a feller by that name."
"Yes," said the other man, "he was the
chap who tried for years to arouse Ken-
tucky farmers to the peril of Johnson
grass, the stuff that we are in right now,
the grass that ruined hundreds of thous-
and acres of the state's richest land for
corn and most other crops. He wrote
Articles for newspapers urging land ewe-
rs to kill Johnson grass with chlorate of
soda. He wanted them to start poisoning
the grass when farms had only a few
clumps on them.
"He told them Johnson grass would
render their fertile second bottom, creek
bottom, and overflow river bottom next
to worthless. Land worth from $100 to
$200 an acre would be reduced to $10 to
$25. And his prophecy turned out to be
true. That's why you and I are dickering
for land here at $10 an acre, wlw former-
ly prosperous cities and towns are as
Tombstone, Arizona.
"Galloway not only worked hard to
arouse farmers, landowners generally but
tried to make state and federal soil con-
servationists see that Johnson grass
would do more harm to land than erosion.
But no go. They yessed him and went on
preaching conservation to the same old
hym."
"Sad story, isn't it?" commented the
man with the aching toe. "The Galloway
guy just couldn't be a prophet among his
own home people."
"Well, let's be moving on. It may take
us an hour to go half a mile ia this tall,
tough grass."
Pennyri le
• postscriptsI By G 
I opened my (1001 and Wlidt a
surprise!
A queer, little man with the
blackest eyes
Stood gazing at me with a creok-
ed smile—
His coat was ermine, the latest
style,
But his scarf was crumpled, his
hat awry—
"Won't you come inside, kind
sir?" said I.
His smile was broad as he said
"Oh, no,
I'd melt if I did—I'm made of
snow." -
—Olive Carleton-Munro
Marion and Princeton, this Ki-
wanis district and numerous
groups and organizations will
sorely miss the Ken Johnstons,
who will move soon to a larger
field of operations with the U. S.
Coal and Coke Co., at Lynch, Ky.
They have made many friends
here . . . all of who wish them
well in their them well in their
new home, while sincerely re-
gretting their depature.
News that the State Fire
Marshall's office has limited the
number of persons who can be
admitted to Butler's gymnasium
to watch basketball games is
good . .. for overcrowding of the
extremely inadequate seating ac-
commodations there has, for
years, constituted a grave hazard
to life. The action further points
up the need for a gym which will
have seats for at least 2,000 bas-
ketball fans. Of course such a
building would have many uses
other than for basketball games
. . . and is a major community
need.
is is
Hoy Cook Blackburn is cele-
brating Saturday, Feb. 12, his
sixth birthday. This bright lad is
•
Washington
Letter
. By Jane Eads
Washington—As far back as
the dark ages tribes and nations,
families and. chieftains in all
parts of the world have adopted
a distinguishing symbol—arms, a
shield, a flag.
The coat of arms on the Ameri-
can president's flag is a .repr.0-44
duction of that on the president's
seal—the same seal of the presi-
dent that is set in bronze in the
entrance corridor of the White
House.
The seal now used was designed
in October 1945 and will also ap-
pear on the new flag President
Truman recently ordered for
Vice President Barkley. The main
difference between the president's
and vice president's flags is in
the coloring. The president's has
the seal set on a blue background
with 48 encircling white stars.
The vice president's has a white
background with the seal sur-
rounded by 13 blue stars.
Cabinet members also have
their own flags. These stand by
their desks in their offices.
The flag of the secretary of
state has a blue background with
a white disk in the center. On
the disc is the coat of arms of
the United States and in each
corner is a white star. The coat
of arms is the same you see on
dollar bills.
urcretaxy's blue
flag bears a small tirhlte
in the center with balanced scales
at the top, a key below and
crossed anchors over it. This is
circled by 13 stars.
The new flag created for the
secretary of defense is of "de-
fense blue" with white five-
pointed stars in each corner and
an .American eagle with wings
displayed horizontally in the
center. The eagle bears a shield
on its breast.
The blue flag of the attorney
general bears the seal of the De-
partment of Justice—an eagle
holding a shield, arrows and olive
branch. Below, in Latin, is the
motto: "He who seeks justice
for the 'people." The postmaster
general's flag' bears the seal of
hi 3 department with a post rider
on horseback, a white star in the
corners.
The buffalo, symbol of the in-
terior of the United States, is
shown on the seal which centers
the light blue flag of the secre-
tary of the interior. The flag has
three stars across the top and four
below, representing the seven di-
visions of the department.
The green flag of the secre-
tary of agriculture is centered
with the round seal of the de-
partment, bearing a sheaf of
wheat with a plow on a shield,
with white stars in the corners.
The white departmental seal on
the blue flag of the secretary of
commerce bears a ship and a light
house in blue and four white
stars. The flag of the secretary
of labor is white with the de-
partment's seal bearing an anvil,
a plow, a pulley, a lever and an
inclined plane with the eagle.
There are six stars in this, three
on each end, arranged in triangu-
lar fashion,
a neighborhood favorite and his
adult friends wouldn!t be sur-
prised if he grows up to be fam-
ous like the great American
Abraham Lincoln, whose birth-
day is a national holiday Febru-
ary 12.
* • *
John Owen McKinney's a sterl-
ing young gent in our book, has
recently identified himself with
two splendid movements which
have for their object the building
of a better citizenship. John is
the local club's Baby Rotarian
and a newcomer to the ranks of
adult Boy Scout leaders. Congra-
tulations to him and to the groups
with which he will serve.
* * *
Allan Murphy says Pennyriler
was mistalsen about only the
Health Department's office here
observing Robert E. Lee's birth-
day. Allan allows he had a large
Confederate flag raised in his
yard . . . and somebody came by
and asked him if he had gone
British.
Editor Prentiss Beatty and
wife, Betty, welcomed a new baby
boy at their home in Greenfield,
Tenn., last week. A brief piece
in Prentiss' Greenfield Gazette
said a lady friend had accused
him of wearing a hat that was
too small, since the big event,
and he said maybe this is because
the. baby is the only grandson on
either side of the family.
* * *
The Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce says it plans to ask
that Kentucky auto license plates
be used to attract tourists. Add-
ing "Tour Kentucky" or "Visit
the Bluegrass State" to a tag
which already has five or six
numbers, the name of the State
and the name of the county
might crowd the tag somewhat.
* * *
Mrs. G. R. Newman came into
the office the other day with a
March 14, 1933, issue of the
Twice-A-Week Leader. What
caught our eyes was the calling
of a meeting of the Caldwell
County Tax League to finish the
league platform. Seems as though
tax problems are nothing new
in this county.
Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
THE LION-TAMER AND OTH-
ER STORIES, by Bryan Mac.
Mahon (Dutton; $2.75)
These 22 short stories intro-
duce to me for the first time, and
probably to you, too, a young
Irish writer wonderfully know-
ing about people, possessed of an
apparently inexhaustible variety
of tales, and blessed with an un-
common skill in telling them.
A short story has gat to be
short, come to the point and get
It over with, and MacMation runs
on just long enough, with not
a word too many or one th-t can
be 'spared, whether he writes
about the hour of two in the
morning when the world was to
end, or the war of parents and
daughter-in-taw, or the svieet
clairne tthat changed raw Kerry
to Castile or Carinthia, or the
lost in the haystack, or thering
Na"
bit of turf culla-if off .
'from Erin to Aaron, 1101,1,iii4
"Come back to Aaron, Igoe
Montana."
The sense Of completion iv
hilaration that a performing
Ws can arouse in LIB la le,
equally by this page of
Mahon's.
•
• The term "Navy" forn.i
meant all the shipping
country whether rnerchaw
fighting ships.
Pick the worth de /nodlogo,,
hand .......mmomb
Two men's hands, each strongly-fingered, skil-
ful at its work. Yet one does much more for
you than the other.
One hand drives a
span of mules and a
wagon. The other
grasps the throttle of a freight locomotive.
In eight hours man, mules and wagon may
move half a ton 30 miles. The hand on the
throttle moves 800 times half a ton 5 times
f- arther aboard an Illinois Central freight train
Does this make one hand stronger than the
other, Not at all.
One drives S800
worth of mules
and wagon. The
other pilots a modern freight train along in
$700,000,000 railroad.
It's this investment— plus the teamwork of
• '
40,000 Illinois Central
pie—that enables one engi-
neer to accomplish more than
thousands of mule drivers.
This same investment enables woo, Illinois Cen-
tral worker to earn more by producing more.
It also enables this rail- (31 road to de-
liver the world's goods to your com-
munity for an average of about leper
ton-mile. (A rate that would earn the mule
driver 150 in an eight-hour day.)
This is the 99th year In which the investors,
machines and workers of the Illinois Central
have served Mid-America. Ry maintaining and
improving this service we intend to sarn your
continued friendship and patronage.
W. A. JOHNsrON
Prrsidatt
ILLINOIS CENTRAL MAIN LINE ER/CAariliVf
RAILROAD of
POWER PLAT
that uses
its
Head!
THIS is the husky thrill-prod
ucer
you find filling the bonnet of
any 1949 Buick.
Look it over and you'll observe,
 
 smogs= aaasivra!agxzha4.sx
valve-in-head straight-eight. •
In simple language, this means that
years ago Buick engineers lifted the
valves from the side of the cylinder
and put them on top —with some
immediate advantages.
Such an engine "breathes" better.
Gets a full, even charge on every
intake—exhausts spent gases more
easily— enjoys extra power, life and
ginger.
And in such engines, compression
ratios are relatively easy to establish.
To step them up, the head is merely
brought closer to the piston—no
extra problems are presented get-
ting fuel in and exhaust out.
Thus Buick power can—and has—
kept pace with progress in fuels.
Compression ratios suit gasolines
actually available and there's no
v<aiting for tomorrow's gasolines
to get full performance.
'There are other things to notice
about this engine.
It's a Fireball power plant —uses a
special and exclusive type of piston
that gets more good out of each
fuel charge.
And it speaks with soft, new quiet.
elf-setting valve lifters automati-
cally keep valves properly seated,
-ending tappet noises for good.
With gasolines getting better, the
swing to valve-in-head design will
undoubtedly grow stronger. But
that is what Buick has had all along
—a power plant that uses its head
to give extra lift and thrill.
ApselleillatE•111 8.10818 01-
s • •
0 1:1
,VP, r. ..rlewell. II,., on dlystealod available of •dra cast.
•
That's enough reason to see your
Buick dealer now, with or without
a car to trade, to get your order in.
TODAY'S
DELIVERED PRICES
INCLUDING RADIO, UNDERSEAS MATER,
DEFROSTER WINDSHIELD WASHER, stifit-I.
LIGHTS—AND DYNAFLOW DAM ON
ROADMASTIR MIMS&
noon el •
SPECIAL 44001 UDAM $2189 30
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MIR 4-0001 MAI 
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.,,DFL 71
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ntralized Store
Be Opened Soon
ankfort—Commissioner of
is; John 1 0.04Rbat1iatt has
uneed that the central store
touk paper and office sup-
for all state governmental
will be opened soon.
ans for its initial opening
advanced to the stage where
on consumption of office
lies last year by the various
et units is needed," said
Manning. .
ii agencies have been re-
ed to supply information
e amount of supplies used
year as the basis for stock-
of the central store. When
tore is established all agen-
will requisition standard of-
supplies through it rather'
through regularly estab-
d office supply houses."
ruling said that supplies eith-
ill be furnished directly by
central store to the various
s, or by office supply
:pen order of the Depart-
Finance's Division of
. .mmissioner said that a
venture on the part of
state had resulted in
..ivings of more than $18,-
, ar through benefits de-
An mass purchasing.
k on the store room is well
r way. It will be in charge of
e Gray, who has been with
pertinent of Finance sever-
onths.
CHILD BRIDE SAYS SHE'S "GROWN UP NOW"—Little Mrs. •
Etta Long (above), 12-year-old bride who is expecting a baby, has
told authorities in Mason, Mich. that she's "grown up now" and in-
sists on returning to her husband, Weldon Long, 23-year-old Navy
veteran and unemployed sawmill worker. They were married last
Oct. 23. The girl was taken into custody while ice skating with her
former sixth grade playmates, for questioning in the stabbing of
her husband Etta told Sheriff Allan MacDonald she cut her hus-
band with a knife during a quarrell. (AP Wirephoto)
he Ground Hog
ame Out . . .
 
•
He saw his shadow too.
But Spring's on the way
With birds and sky blue
Then before you remove her
You'll need Fertilizer
And lots of seed and things
You had better consider
And Get In Your Order
So you can get 'em in time.
 
• 
In Hopkinsville It's
Cayce-Yost Company
luka Ferry Back In
Operation Monday
Frankfort—AP — The State
Highway Department reported
luka Ferry serving US-62 on the
Cumberland River, went back
into operation Monday. Cumber-
land Falls Ferry also is in op-
eration, but three others still are
closed by high water. They were:
Columbus, KY-58, on the Missis-
sippi River, and Cave-In-Rock,
Ky-91, and Elizabethtown, Ky-
287, both on the Ohio.
Four Top Flocks
In Logan County
When it comes to making farm
poultry flocks pay, Logan county
is maintaining its record of being
among the top counties, says
Farm Agent John D. Watlington.
In one month the past fall, sev-
en of the 10 best flocks in egg
production in the state were in
this county, four of the Logan
county flocks heading the list.
Here are the records: Mrs.
James Turner with a flock of
104 New Hampshires which pro-
duced an average of 23.8 eggs
a bird; Mrs. Thomas J. Lynne,
105 New Hampshires, with an
average of 22.7 eggs; Mrs. J. E.
Lawson, 211 New liampshires,
averaging 22 eggs, and Mrs. Ray-
mond Bailey, 118 White Rocks
averaging 21.7 eggs.
Receipts for one month from
Mrs. Turner's flock of 104 New
Hampshires, including six hens
culled, were $108.79. Expenses
were $54.17 for feed, grain be-
ing calculated at market prices,
leaving a net profit for the month
of $54.62.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
siAlAttiktaliatiriiiikagera'"T'
CANDIES
FOR YOUR LADY FAIR!
Beautiful Heart-Shaped Valentine Candy . .
-:- BELLE CAMP
SCHRAFFT'S
The sweetest rememberance of all . . . choose yours at the 
Corner
Drug Store where you will find a wide selection.
00.
PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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CORNER DRUG STOR,E
Phone 1
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THE BOOK OF' GREAT CON-
VERSATIONS, edited and
with comment by Louis Bian-
coil (Simon & Schuster; $5)
Running by chance on a rare
record of some conversations of
Michelangelo and his friends,
this alert editor decided to col-
lect the written accounts of
words spoken by other great
leaders as they matched wits
extemporaneously with friends
or foe across a dinner table or
in parlor or study.
He does not otter these 64
conversations by some 40 or
more renouwned personages as
enduring literature or even de-
pendable biography, but as "doc-
uments of unusual human inter-
est." And they are no less. Fur-
thermore, they are not imagin-
ary conversations; it's an actual
(listening-at-a-keyhole operation,
hot by the honorable editor of
course but by the historical Bos-
wells, de Catts, Eckermanns. In
some cases the words were writ-
ten down on the spot, no when
Wagner rnet Rossini, or H. G.
Wells interviewed Stalin; in oth-
ers it is a reconstruction soon
enough after the event to be re-
liable.
No one had a readier tongue
than Sam Johnson, nor a more
devoted scribe than Boswell, and
the reports of 11 conversations
give the cantankerous doctor
some 50 pages, or the greatest
space. Goethe and Napoleon vie
for second place. Heine is the
real wit, with Shaw, Chesterton
and even Wilde much less amus-
ing; Carlyle and Clemenceau are
the pessimists; Socrates, as he
drinks the hemlock and recalls
the debt of a cock to Aescula-
plus, is the bravest, but Ben
Franklin too is courageous; Lin-
coln, pardoning a deserter
against Stanton's will, is the
most moving. Many sections
give accurate if incomplete pic-
tures of the speakers, too, among
them in particular Rousseau,
Stendhal, Dunns, Hardy, though
not among them Casanova.
Others whose voices sound
here are Frederick the Great,
Bismark, Voltaire, Shelley, By-
ron, Lamb, Hazlitt, Tennyson,
ttv•M
ECA Bill Goes Into
Congressional Hopper
Washington—AP-- Legislation
to. continue the Marshall Plan for
15 months and authorize $5,580,-
000,000 of new spending on it
Was introduced in Congress
Tuesday.
Chairman Bloom (D-NY) of
the foreign affairs committee in-
troduced the administration rheas-
ore in the House.
The 15 months would begin
next April 3, expiration date of
Hugh, the Goncourts, Anatole
France and Rodin, Tolstoy, Ma-
saryk and Whitman. Some trans-
lations are by the editor and
some appear in English for the
first time. They contain the bet-
ter parts of the best historical
novels, and they read as absorb-
ingly as short stories.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 1183 Prineeton, Ky.
Memorials Of Enduring Beauty!
In the selection of anything as
unchanging and as permanent as
a monument or market for your
cemetery plot, why be satisfied
with anything but the best? Let
us submit designs for your needs.
MEMORIALS
OF
LASTING
BEAUTY
HENRY & HENRY
"Masterpieces of Memory"
Princeton
Kentucky
Telephone 96
the present law under which the
economic recovery adminiatration
operates.
The amount called for is $1,-
580,000,000 more than Congress
actually appropriated for the
first 15 months of the program.
Subscribe to tiPireacter
Ambrosia was the food aad
nectar the drink on which the
gods of ancient Greece were sup-
posed to feed.
Fire kindled by fire sticks ur
by a rope on a stake was be-
lieved by ancient Scots to ward
off diseases in their flocks.
Can You Afford NOT to Have A FIRE-SAFE How?
Now
Comets Masonry
Gives Yon —
INI4 MOTT
STORM TT TOT •
MIT OTTE TICIWOOTT
INALT.1111 ;mut ATtOlo
SIMONS OVISSII • IV
SOW Waver cosr
War MVOS ITC 1 1 ITT
5*50 FOUSISING
OLTSTIOVUOTT
V10141014000.0111S1
11105110M MOOT
10111 11111•111011 COST
500. 001155.050100
When you build a new home Inn at all mob. Ii FIRE /MITI
You an never have peace at mind ii there is danger al barium
your horns and all its posseaions by It,.. El,. twee.. Le
FelliT•E 01 minutes. the planning and eavinge of roam
Vibrapac Concrete Pelaeonry construction throughout will make
your ho.... lirttaele as any buildIng an be. It also will have
charm and uchitectural beeuty. There are vedette attractive
Concrete Block patterns troth which to nuke your volaclicala
beauty as well as areeatety.
Youll have yeas 'round condor'. too. In yew Ythrapac COISCSOOT
Mc1•00TIF home — cool. dry MOOTS Of •ISITZSOCTS: low basting bib
In winter. And you'll save money in upkeep. because of
*birds way • concrel• boar. la bulb — repair bills aro Imp.
FREE! Write or call for yOUT copy of this cons-
piracy story of Concrete Masonry Construction
vaonuccas OF HISSER vIRIT/IPAC ,,OITCHSTS 
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rusk low slool bolls maw nose
that 1.811-e -tor promiwo. goled
moils cool INN • bre powder beam
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. WHY L u. tr ht
Originally, in 1892, it took eight pounds of coal to produce s kilo-
watt-hour of electricity by steam. At that time water power cost
probably half as much. By 1920, steam power took only about three
pounds of coal.
By 1930, this had dropped to 1.6 pounds, and today a new plant can
develop a kilowatt-hour with only one pound of coal. In that scaling
down, steam power passed water power, and is now much cheaper. Tht
cost of steam power is made up very largely of the cost of coal and labor.
On the other hand, practically 110 per cent of the cost of water power
is in the coat of the interest and taxes on the investment in dams and
the lands they flood. Generally speaking, the first cost of water power
is from three to five times the first cost of steam power.
ia FINE AS TALCUM POWDERY
Gone are the days when a gang of men shoveled lump coal into power house
boilers. Today it's ground up as fine as talcum powder before huge fans blow
it into vast boilers that extract every bit of heat from it.
Last year from Kentucky mines we bought and used 477,268 tons of coal, pro-
viding some 95,000 man-days of work for coal miners, and thousands of work
days for transportation employees. With the completion of the Green River
plant, this coal tonnage is expected to exceed 600,000 tons annually.
Only two men on each shift are required to control the boilers in a modern
plant like Tyrone. These men are an important fraction of the 1286 employees
who last year were paid nearly $3,945,460 in wages and salaries. And, Kit
nearly all of our employees, they are thoroughly experienced electric company
workers.
About 20 cents out of each dollar of K.U.'s income last year went directly to
employees in wages. Another 16-2/1 cents of each income dollar went to Iwip
pay the costs of education, of roads, and other government expenses. K.U.'s
total tax bill for these purposes was 8,3,314,173,
UTILITIES COMPANY
INC01/011•1111)
1286 Men and Woman Striving To Servo You Dew
•S
1
•
Junior Needs
Immediate Tooth
Care, Advice
By David Taj Marke
Tooth decay starts early in
childhood.
The whole problem is duscuss-
ed by the Public Affairs Com-
mittee in a pamphlet entitled,
"Your Teeth—How To Save
Them." Written by Herbert Ya-
hraes, it is sponsored by the
Council on Dental Health of the
American Dental Association and
the Dental Committee of the
Health Education Service of the
New York Tuberculosis and
Health Association.
Most parents believe, writes
Yahraes, that junior's first teeth
are unimportant. This isn't so.
Junior needs a complete set of
teeth to chew his food properly.
What happens to his teeth can
influence also the shape of his
mouth and face as he grows up.
All through infancy and much
of childhood, the jaws are grow-
ing teeth, working during the
earliest years on two sets at once.
Beginning about the age of six,
one set is gradually discarded, be-
ing replaced by another set, with
twelve additions—namely, the
permanent molars.
How can you help junior save
his teeth? Heredity is a factor.'
But a good diet is perhaps the
most important during the first
six or eight years of life.
Without vitamin A, for exam-
ple, the tooth bud cannot be
For faster-growing chicks,
use Dr. Salsbury's REN-0-
SAL in their drinking water.
Helps them develop weight
quicker — lay earlier, too.
REN-O-SAL is easy to use
—economical, too.
In larger doses
REN-O-SAL pre-
vents cecal coc-
cidiosis. Ask for
it here.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 611 Princeton, Ky.
Sharing The Tuxes
"Every
child in the United St.c:
including the infant uttei
its first cry," is reminded by
The Lexington Leader that if
the 1949 budget of almost
$42,000,000,000 is adopted,
each and every one of them
will owe $282.82 for federal
government use, Well, it
we're going to think in
share-all-al:ke terms, w e
might as Well all share in
the national income, too.
Then every man, woman and
child would have a 1949 in-
come of $1,763.62. A family
of four would have to pay
$1,151.28 in federal taxes,
but at the same time the
the family's income for the
year would be $7,084.08. And
the crying infant's piggy
bank still would be tempting,
even after payment of the
youngster's taxes.
(Lexington Herald)
V  if
217 New Students At UK
Included in the University of
Kentucky's enrollment for the
second semester will be 217 new
students, most of whom were
mid-year high school graduates
beginning their college careers
without delay. The new students,
plus the more than 7,000 expect-
ed to return from their between-
semester vacation, may swell
UK's enrollment to an all-time
high for a winter session, Dr.
Maurice F. Seay, registrar, said.
formed normally and the tooth
will be defective. Vitamin C is
another topth builder. The grow-
ing tooth also must have calcium,
phosphorus and vitamin D. All of
these are to be found in a well
balanced diet made up every day
from each of the seven basic food
groups: green and yellow vegeta..
bles; citrus fruits, tomatoes and
salad greens; other vegetables,
including potatoes, and fruits;
milk and dairy products; meat,
poultry, fish, eggs, nuts; bread
and cereals; butter—or margar-
ine with vitamin A added_
Other helpful hints are:
1. Be temperate in the use of
sweets.
2. Have junior clean his mouth
after eating. Finishing the meal
with a raw fruit or vegetable is
recommended.
3. Encourage good mouth hab-
its. Thumbsucking, if long con-
tinued, will make the first teeth
irregular. If it continues into
school age, the permanent teeth
may be harmed.
4. Even tiny cavities should be
corrected as soon as the dentist
suggests.
NOTICE
Penalty of 6% will b
added on all unpaid coun-
ty and State taxes begin-
ning March 1, 1949.
W. OTHO
TOWERY
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BADGETT QUADRUPLE1:-, . . g , ., ,
took a good look at thismewsreel camera when photographers visit-
ed them at their home in Galveston, Tex., to record their' activities
on their 10th birthday. From left to right they are: Joan, Joyce,
Jeannette, and Jeraldine. (AP Wirephoto)
Homemaker News
Homemakers Schedule
Feb. 11, 1:30 o'clock, Eddyville
Road, Mrs. L. C. Lisman, hostess.
Feb. 11, 7 o'clock, Lebanon,
Mrs. V. R. Taylor, hostess.
Feb. 15, 9 o'clock, WHOP Radio
Station.
Feb. 15, 1:30 o'clock, Otter
Pond, Mrs. Guy Shoulders, hos-
tess.
Feb. 16, 1:30 o'clock, Mrs. A.
D. McElroy, hostess.
Feb. 17; 1:30 o'clock, Friend-
ship, Mrs. W. 0. Newsom, hostess.
Feb. 18, 1:30 o'clock, Mrs. Lewis
Jenkins, hostess.
Friendship
The Friendship Homemakers Thomas Jefferson, in 1801, was
Club met January 20 at the home
of Mrs. Deamon •Morris. Mrs.
Shell White, vice-president, pre-
sided. Mrs. Harold Smith read
the scripture and gave the
thought for the month.
Boosts Corn Yield
Joe King started in 4-H Club
work in Barren county in 1944
with one acre of corn as his pro-
ject. Each year he has increased
his acreage and in 1948 grew 26
acres which averaged 65 bushels
to the acre.
At the district 4-H b u rley
show and sale in Christian coun-
ty, 65,164 pounds of tobacco
brought $30,060, or an average
of $46.13 a hundred,
Four farmers in Owsley coun-
ty produced more than a ton of
Ky. 16 tobacco to the acre and
received an average of 61 cents
a pound.
Roll call was answered by
"What Can I Do To Further
Peace In 1949".
The Club decided to donate $4
toward the 4-H Club fund being
raised to pay delegate expenses
to different contests.
The major lesson, presented by
Mrs. Charles Skees, was on fin-
ishing slip covers. The minor pro-
ject on " Ladies, Be Legal" was
led by Mrs. Willie Wyatt. The
recreation period was led by Mrs.
Smith.
Visitors included Mrs. Charles
Lewis and daughter, Mrs. Ernest
the first President of the United
States to be inaugurated in
Washington, D. C.
Nankeen cloth is said to derive
its name from Nanking, China,
where it is said to have been first
manufactured.
Storms and daughters, Charles
Smith Skees, Melvin Skees and
Miss Wilma Vandiver. Nine mem-
bers were present. Refreshments
were served by the hostess and
Mrs. Lewis.
The next meeting will be
Thursday, Feb. 17, at the home of
Mrs. Orland Newsom, instead of
the home of Mrs. F. F. Taylor as
originally scheduled.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Better Than Ever
3rd Annual
ROTARY MINSTREL
2 Big Nights
8:00 p. m.
B. H. S. AUDITORIUM
Featuring
Bryant's Boogie-Beating Brats
From Butler
B. H. S. GIRL'S GLEE CLUB
OLD TIME BARBER SHOP QUARTET
GORDON "Swoonatra" LISANBY
ROTARY QUEEN
WHO IS ELMER?
8 Blackface Comedians
Old Favorite - - Latest Hit Songs
Plus
Numerous Specialties
Adm. 35c and 50c
$6,355,620 Paid To
Tobacco Growers Of
Hopkinsville Area
Tutmccu growers of the flop-
kinsville area had been paid $6,-
355,620.011 on auctions .of Dark
Fired and Burley tobacco up to
Monday, reports from the two
boards of trade and the State
Department of Agriculture show.
Sales so far total 16,003,854
pounds.
Burley sales have approached
Thursdaz, Februar 10 1
the la Iiinate made earlier Ui the
season of the amount of tobacco
expected to' be sold here, park
fired salsa will be suspended after
Tuesday until Feb. 17 so the priz-
Pries and rehandling floors can
be cleared up of the accumulated
tobacco,
The Burley report follows:
Sales this week 1,124,066 pounds
at $36.75 average; farmers paid
$413,143.22; sales for the season
9,937,988 pounds at $42.93 aver-
age, farmers paid $4,266,450.45.
Dark fired report:
BI. A ZIN G IN I18 ACTION-
711UNDERING IN ns eitAstis -
STIRRING' IN THE SWEEP OF 178
MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION
•••••••oh
HOWARD HAWKS'"RED RIVER"
JOHN WAYNE MONTGOMERY CLIFT
WALTER BRENNAN • JOANNE DRUso won omit • tout. OW, JCIWI all.•102 1441. wart cat,. NM RS
War Arms. was num wane as limas • KINARD 115855 caste no ono ems
Features Start at-
1:35 - 4:05 - 6:25 - 8:50
Introduce New
Gray Magic Royal
Typewriter
Increased writing comfort and
performance is stressed in a
brand new office typewriter mod-
el-4.-the Gray Magic Royal—an-
nounced yesterday by HOWARD
D. HAPPY CO. INC., local sales
and service representative for
the Royal Typewriter Companyi
Mr. Happy disclosed that the
color of the 1949 model is a soft
gray tone developed by Royal to
give added eye comfort to the op-
erator by elimination of all
glare.
The Gray Magic Royal intro-
duces for the first time on any
office typewriter the uniquely-
shaped, non-glare Finger-Flow
Keys. These keys, flat in front
and with concave surface, are
exactly shaped to fit the finger,
they afford extra clearance be-
tween rows of keys thereby in-
creasing the operator's accuracy
and protecting her fingernails
and delicate fingertip nerves.
Another significant change
pointed out in this model is a re-
movable cylinder which lifts out
easily with thumb and finger of
one hand for cleaning of the
cylinder and feed rolls and for
changing in cases of special plat-
en substitutions. And other im-
portant improvements include a
non-slip paper feed and a new-
ly-designed line space lever.
Combined in the new model
with the many new features are
all the tried and tested Royal op-
erating conveniences such as
"Magic" Margin, "Touch Con-
trol", Automatic Paper Lock,
Time Saver Top and others.
"In presenting this new model,
Royal assures business, govern-
ment, and schools that a new
peak has been reached in typing
ease and snechanical precision.
The improved typing performance
made possible by the Gray Mag-
ic will strengthen the user pub-
lic's confidence in Royal, world's
largest manufacturers of type-
writers," stated Maxwell V. Mil-
ler, president of the Royal Type-
writer Company, Inc.
"Our company has given ex-
haustive study to learning the
need of the modern office, We
believe the New Gray Magic Roy-
al with its outstanding and effi-
cient features will help to fill
these needs."
The new typewriter may be
seen at HOWARD D. HAPPY
CO., INC., 704 South Main Street,
Hopkinsville, Ky. adv.
CRPITO
Ring Up the curtain on
the flamboyant story of show
business from Burlesque to
Broadway!
I. •
BETTY
.GRABL
Uses your Merl •••••••Aere
'wow oft law Lin •I Me'
0.1 /Mole • 1110111•1 0,• Owe
I -
•• Ow•gle &ewe • now asr
&Rib, Med O•do•
mod boa Owe,.
11, So Way. • 'WI. OW I Der
Admission Prices!
ADULTS - 40c CHILD - 12c
SATURDAY, FEB. 12
THE WEST IS BLAZING WITH
COLOR AND ACTION!
MONTE HALE
—In—
UNDER
COLORADO
SKIES
Filmed in Color!
EXTRA!
FINAL CHAPTER
"FRANK & JESSE JAMES"
Pitchblende is the chief
iunt-bearing mineral t,
modern prospectors; t
is carnotite.
A rich vein of uranium-
ing pitchblende has rc,
been reported on t h e
slope of the Rockies in
---Sales this week 1,319,1,,,,
at $31.48 average; sales to
season 6,065,866 pounds at
average; sales last season a
date 1,330,586 pounds at
average.
AT
LAST
COM
TO LIFE
ON THE
N SCREEN!
SUPER SERI
THRILLS
starts
SAT., FEB. 19
CAPITO
SUNDAY 8. MONDAY, FEB. 13
Mother and Dad
f "Mother Wore Tights"..
in a love story even more heart
warming and wonderful!
nvideAsiit
..B, TECHNICOLOR
JACK OAKIE • JUNE HAVOC • RICHARD ARLEN • JAMES GLEASON
LANG • !SM.., kv GEORGE JESSEL • Sww• PW, b• LAMM WWII
•••••••••• Wasbee 111•146.6 • $•••  a., l, damp 1.9.4 WWww rab ow• WOW.
EXTRA! EXTRA! INAUGURATION PICTURES OF
HARRY S. TRUMAN and MEN W. BARKLEY
THE COLOR, DRAMA AND SIGNIFICANCE OF A MEMORABLE EVENT IN AMERICAN HISTORY! AN UNFORtim
TABLE FILM DOCUMENT RECORDED BY PARAMOUNT ZNEWS!
TUES. & WED., FEB. 15-16
• • MIST THE 0/111.. .
• •
UANNA 
DURBIN • OWEN
;OR THE LOVE
of MAR.V
vela 111111011 1,,NOI • 1101.1 !MOO
Add Enjoyment!
COLOR COMIC — PASSING PARADE — MUSICAL TREAT
VICTOR MATURE
RICHARD CONTE
SHELLEY WINTERS
THUR. & FRI., FEB. 17-18
HUNTED AS
MAN FIAS
BEEN HU
Plus These Short Features!
PACEMAKERS — COLOR COMIC — WORLD NESS
COMING SOON! ABBOTT and COSTELLO in "MEXICAN HAYRIDE"AmiNNIL
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ounty Agent's
Column
By R. A. Mabry
lly farmers are applying
Lime to their soils than is
ed. Two tons of lime an acre
d be sufficient for most of
soil except possibly where
clover, alfalfa, and sweet
r are to be sown. There is
danger that too much lime
ed will "tie-up" other plant
in such a form that they are
immediately available as
food.
probably would cost less for
farmers who have been us•
ree to five tons of lime an
to reduce the application to
tons and cover more acres,
t when preparing for the
III Mick
Guaranteed
109 Shari Street
DIO SERVICE
Tube Widens View Area
Of Low-Priced Television
Schenectady, N. Y,—The Gen-
eral Electric Company announc-
ed development of a picture tube
designed to increase by 50 per-
cent the viewing area in low-
priced television sets.
The tube has a diameter of
Eight and one-half inches. It
easily handles 31 square inches
of picture area, according to J.
M. Lang, manager of the GE tube
division. The seven-inch tube
now used gives about 26 square
Inches of picture area.
Production is expected to get
under way this year. Mr. Lang
said the tube probably would
cost no more than the seven-Inch
woe.
clovers mentioned above or in-
vest money saved on lighter ap-
plications of lime in heavier ap-
plications of phosphate. We know
that economical returns can be
gotten from an application of 500
or 600 pounds an acre of 20 per-
cent acid phosphate or 1000
poends of rock phosphate where
good pasture seeding mixtures are
used and the pastures resulting
are utilized properly through
livestock.
Where a pasture improvement
program is being put into oper-
ation and funds are limited the
phosphate may be applied in
split applications, that is 200
MILK
&Wed tie
1W eptade
. for being so good 'n tasty,
so healthy'n nutritious. School
children need the rich, body-
building nourishment of milk
Serve YOUR child milk every day.
It's a treat. It's healthy.
Princeton Creamery
Phone 161
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4-H Club Honored By Utilities Co.
..
Representatives from three 4-H clubs honored by Kentucky Utilities last week at a dinner
meeting at Butler High School discuss records with E. R. Murphy, K. U. farm service director.
From the left are Eleanor Crenshaw, secretary, .South Christian Club, Christian; Mr, Murphy, and
Wilson E. Hill, president, Shady Grove Club, Crittenden county. K. U. awarded $10 to outstanding
clubs in each of 72 Kentucky counties. Calf Troubles Make
ews From The Past Difficult Problems
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
November 1.5, 1927—Mr. R. H. host assisted by her two charm-
Cash, of the Gatesville section
of the county, spent Thursday
here with Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Kin-
solving at their home on South
Jefferson street.
,November 18, 1927—The regu-
lar meeting of the Modern Pris-
cilla Club was held on Wednesday
afternoon, November ninth, at the
hospitable home of Mr. H. A.
Goodwin on Hopkinsville street.
The house was artistic with dec-
orations of ferns and potted
plants.
After roll call and a short
business session, the usual time
was spent in dainty needle work,
intermingled with pleasant con-
versation.
Promptly at four-fifteen our
pounds an acre every two years
or 100 pounds an acre annually as
long as the stand of grass or
clover remains with practically
the same results as one heavy ap-
plication.
Many old pastures can be re-
newed with good results through
reseeding on a late freeze or by
disking the ground lightly so as
not to damage the old grass but
sufficiently to aid the seed to get
covered. Top dressing these old
pastures with lime and phosphate
where needed will also aid great-
ly to renew these old pastures. In
many instances this method of
maintaining good pastures will be
much more economical than plow-
ing up and starting with a new
seeding.
Soils tests for lime, phosphate
and potash will indicate the needs
of your soil for these plant foods.
In compliance with the Tax Laws of Kentucky,
the tax books are now open for inspection by
taxpayers of Caldwell County.
They can be seen at my office in the
Courthouse until
FEBRUARY, 11,1949
Mrs. S. J. Larkins,
ing little daughters, and Mrs. J.
D. Stevens, served a tempting
plate lunch with coffee and stuff-
ed dates.
Members present were: Mes-
dames C. 0. Akin, S. J. Lowery,
R. G. McClelland, J. D. Stevens,
M. T. Guess, T. W. Luttrell, B.
M. Stone, Gus Joiner, Robt. Mor-
gan, and Miss Ludie Hollowell.
Mrs. Frank Brown and Mrs.
Ida Goodwin were pleasant guests
for the afternoon.
November 22, 1927—Judge G.
G. Harralson is in the East on a
business trip in connection with
the Princeton Hosiery Mill.
November 22, 1927—Mrs. Steg-
er Dollar has returned from a
two weeks trip to relatives and
friends at Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Guess, of
Fredonia, were in the city yest-
erday.
Again are presented five of the
Pen Portraits from October's
Looking Backward column.
Luella Pool, a Dryad, whose
sculptured beauty, snow white
complexion, and kindness of
heart, have won for her an en-
vious reputation for loveliness.
• Fannie Morehead, a Mignon-
ette; as fragrance in flowers is
sought after, in feminine loveli-
ness, qualities, not beauty, charm.
Mattie Cantrell, Minerva, a
goddess of wisdom, whose deep
thought and untiring energy br-
ing her into close communio
with the hidden mysteries of
knowledge. Princeton is proud
of her.
Hattie Dunning, evening star,
with limpid black eyes almost
hidden by long, jet lashes and
black hair of immense length,
whose somber hue is relieved by
a lovely face; she is a jewel.
Willie Wesson, a River nymph,
with auburn hair, beautiful eyes,
symetrical feature, pleasant and
agreeable manners, admirers are
numerous.
Bulldozers Used To
Repair Washed Land
Madison county farmers did
more earth-moving jobs with
bulldozers and other heavy
equipment this past year than
they ever have done before, re-
ports Farm Agent J. Lester Mil-
ler. Included were 805 ponds dug
or cleaned, six springs or pools
cleaned and 191/2 miles of creek
bed cleared and straightened to
isrtdeetolnnstiketis-of :atm Ixozo,
overflow. Yhen 92 acres were
cleared of small trees and bruah
preparatory to seeding grass, 100
acres of badly eroded land were
filled in and leveled off, and 56
miles of farm roads or lanes made.
Seven different custom opera-
tors were at work in the county.
Recollections of his childhood
of poverty are found in Henrik
Iben's great work, Peer Gynt.
• This New and
Improved Motor Oil gives —
V MOIRE POWER . . . .
if MORI CAS MILES. . .
MORI DRIVING ECONOMY
MORI MOTORING PLEASURE
because it cleans as it lubri-
cates. Drive in today. You'll
be glad you made the change
to HAVOLINEI
Cummins Oil
Co.
Calf pneumonia is most com-
mon in calves three weeks to 5 ix
months old in winter, spring and
fall, says a statement of the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken-
tucky.
Symptoms are rapid breathing,
cough, fever, watery eyes, nasal
discharge, dullness, rough hair-
coat and rapid loss in condition.
Many of these calves die within
one to four weeks. Some make an
incomplete recovery and are per-
manently stunted.
Treatment must be prompt.
Call a veterinarian at first signs
of the disease. He will usually
give anti-serum and sulfa drugs
or penicillin.
As a matter of prevention, seg-
regate sick animals and provide
warm, dry, properly ventilated
and clean well-bedded stalls. Feed
according to dry properly venti-
lated and clean well-bedded
stalls. Feed according to approv-
ed methods, and in case of trou-
ble consult a veterinarian about
preventive vaccination.
Fined For Pollution
The Kraft Cheese Company, of
Owenton, pleaded guilty to dump-
ing whey into the Kentucky riv-
er July 28, 29 and 30, of last sum-
mer, and was fined a total of
$300 in Henry County Court Jan-
uary 24. The indictments under
which the company was sited
were filed by the Division of
Game and Fish and charged whey
from the plant polluted waters
of the Kentucky River.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
The Garden
By John S. Gat Eitict, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economies
Seed
The seed catalogues are out and
everyone knows that spring is
near, today's date or weather not-
withstanding. As usual among old
stand-by sorts are listed novelties
with descriptions so glowing that
a gardener finds difficulty escap-
ing planting them, or else so
glowing that he may write them
off as being merely press-agent
inventions. But there are novelties
with real merit, admirably suited
to Kentucky's climate, and here
are a few.
Fordhook 242 Bush—A strain
of original Fordhook bred to set
pods in the hot and dry weather
that sometimes prevail in late
summer. Tests made have given
it a nine-to-one superiority over
common Fordhook.
Logan Bush Snap Beans — A
variety reveling in weather so
hot and dry that many better-
known sorts fail even to bloom.
It must not be confused with the
older Logan Pole, which at best
is only mediocre, almost poor in
fact.
US Refugee No. 5 (called US5
by many seedsmen) — Another
drought-resistant green snap
bean. Selected from the original
Refugee (1,000 to 1), it is string-
less and not shucky at all. Plant-
ed after June 1, it assures plenty
of table beans in late summer and
a canning supply with quality and
flavor second to none.
Golden Jubilee Tomato — A
bright orange variety with less
acid than the red sorts. It may
be used by those who no longer
can grow Ponderosa because of
College Radio Schedule
Radio prow anis to be
from the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, University
of Kentucky, at 12:45 p. m. daily
over radio station WHAS are as
follows: Feb. 14, Stanley Caton,
"Brooder House Management:"
Feb. 15, Joe Freeman, "Steriliza-
tion of Tobacco Plant Beds;" Feb.
16, Bruce Poundstone, "Timely
Pointers in Buying Feed;" Feb.
17, Joe Freeman, "Care of To-
bacco Beds," and Feb. 18, Rob-
ert Ford. "Questions from Farm
People." On Feb. 19, at 11:45 a.
m., Miss Frances Seeds will dis-
cuss, "Spring Decorating."
tomato wilt in their gardens. It
has been observed to be some-
what resistant to this disease.
4111111111171
Experience ip the
best friend the in
surance agent has,
and an experienced
insurance agent can
be, your best friend
in ease of a loos.
Depend upon our
experience absolute
ly.
MARK CIM/i/N0411
COMPLETE imSultamCF
Il/Was', t r
Dead Stol
WANTED
.111111.111M111
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Phone 898 Princeton, Ky.
FARM MACHINERY!
We Now Have A Full Line Of Farm Machinery
On Display.
We invite you to inspect our machinery and get our prices
before you buy.
HODGE MOTOR SALES & IMPLEMENT CO.
Princeton, Kentucky
SETTING A NEW WORLD STANDARD OF LOW-COST MOTORING
edf aloe z kgryaie /Air liar
a de mod _Beau zei gral
You'll find that now more than ever before Chev-
rolet merits the title of being "first for quality
at lowest cost"; and that it is, indeed, the most
beautiful buy of all, in all these features and in
all these ways. •
Chevrolet is the ful L car bringing you all these
fine-ear advantages at lowest cost! Completely new
Bodies by Fisher • New, ultra-fine color har-
monies, fixtures and fabrics • New Super-Site
Interiors with "Five-Foot Seats" • New Pano-
ramic Visibility with wider curved windshield
First for Quality
Styl•lin• Os Lyme 2-Deer &mime
and SO% more glass area all around • New
Center-Point Design with Center-Point Steering,
Lower Center of Gravity, Center-Point Seating
and Center-Point Rear Suspension • Improved
Valve-in-Head engine for power, acceleration,
smoothness and economy • Certi-Safe HydrauNe
Brakes with New Braking Ratios • Extra-Strong
Fisher Unisteel Body Construction • Improved
Knee-Action Ride with new Airplane-Type Shook
Absorbers %The Car that "Breathes" for Now
All-Weather Comfort (Heater and defroster units
optional at extra cost)
at Lowest Cost
Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Teltphone 83 Princeton, Ky.
Hopkinsville Rd.
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Dairy School Will
Be Tdught Here
One Session Tuesday
In Fredonia; Other
Wednesday In Princeton
A training school for dairymen
will be held each of two days next
week, R. A. Mabry, county agent,
announced Friday.
Dairymen will meet Tuesday,
Feb. 15, in the American Legion
H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your
Headquarters
For
Ferguson Tractors
Hopkinsville Rd. Phone 451-W
Princeton, Ky.
Hall, Fredonia, or Wednesday,
Feb. 16, in the large courtroom of
the courthouse, Princeton. Each
session will open at 9:30 o'clock
and close at 3 o'clock The same
program will be presented each
day, Mr. Mabry said.
Topics and speakers for the
morning session each day will be
Calf and Dairy Management, Carl
Clifton, dairy field agent; The
Dollar Importance of Dairy Milk
Production, Eddie Daniels, field
agent in farm management, and
Grading Up Your Dairy Herd,
Glynn E. Williamson, field agent
in dairying: All three speakers
are from the University Extem
sion Service.
In the afternoon Mr. Clifton
will discuss Feeding and Breed-
ing of Dairy Cattle; Mr. Daniels,
The Business Side of Dairy
Farming, and Mr. Williamson,
Bangs, Mastitis, Calf Diseases.
If you want to hold a cream
sauce before using be sure to
cover the saucepan that contains
it. This will help to keep a skin
from forming on the top.
SEED! SEED! SEED!
WE HAVE IN STOCK
Orchard Grass
Timothy
Fescue
Red Clover
Ladino Clover
Alfalfa
Alsike Clover
SEE US EFORE YOU BUY FOR OTHER FIELD
SEED AND YOUR FENCING
NEEDS
Robinson Seed & Trucking Co.
Phone 127-1
Office Furniture And
Equipment
We have recently remodeled our second
floor for the displaying of Office Furniture and
Equipment.
Visit our store for the latest models in . .
DESKS
CHAIRS
BOOK CASES
DESK LAMPS
FILING CABINETS
STORAGE CABINETS
TYPEWRITERS
ADDING MACHINES
CASH REGISTERS
STEEL SAFES
CALCULATORS
DUPLICATORS
CHROME RECEPTION ROOM FURNITURE
EVERYTHING FOR THE OFFICE
CORN JT E ' S
INCORPORATED 
702 S. Main St. Hopkinsville, Ky.
1,000 Expected
At Demo, Dinner
Louisville, Feb. 9—Washington
will play a big part In Kentucky's
annual Jackson-Jefferson Day
Dinner here February 26.
First, the dinner will be a testi-
monial to Kentucky's own Vice-
President Alben W. Barkley.
Second, President Harry S.
Truman, himself, has been in-
vited and may attend.
Third, the list of notables from
the national capital is expected
to include:
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Fred Vinson, formerly of Louisa;
Associate Justice Stanley Reed,
formerly of Maysville; former 0.
P. A. Administrator Paul Porter,
formerly of Winchester, and Sec-
retary of the Interior Julius A.
Krug.
Kentucky's entire congressional
delegation also Is expected to at-
tend, including the two new
United States Senators from the
Bluegrass State, Virgil Chapman,
of Paris, and Garrett L. Withers,
of Dixon, who took Barkley's
place.
Response from within the State
itself has been tremendous, ac-
cording to Robert B. Hensley,
State chairman for the dinner.
Hensley said the committee con-
fidently expected to sell 1,000
tickets, at $50 each.
Proceeds from the dinner, over
and above expenses, will go
chiefly to the State and National
Democratic commitees. The din-
ner will be at the Seelbach Hotel
at 6:30 o'clock. The Democratic
State Central Executive Com-
mittee will meet at 2 o'clock.
Jo Lester Tells Story
Of Blind Secretary
Jo Lester told the story of Ethel
Murray, blind secretary to F. R.
Maunsell, Kiwanis Club presi-
dent, Montpelier, Vt., at Monday's
meeting of the Future Business
Leaders of America, Butler High
School. Louise Stonebreaker dis-
cussed different systems of typ-
ing. Club activities are to be re-
ported for the FBLA Forum, and
members are planning to spon-
son a picture show and have a
candy sale.
State Income Tax Forms
Available From Clerk
Forms to be filled out for state
income tax returns may be ob-
tained in the county clerk's of-
fice, Philip Stevens, clerk, said
Friday. Reports must be in the
mail not later than midnight,
April 15, revenuo department of-
ficiaLs have announced. Single
individuals making $1,000 net or
$1,500 gross and those with a de-
pendent making $2,500 net or
$3,000 gross are required to make
reports even though they do not
owe the State.
18-Year-Olds May Enlist
In Navy For One Year
Young men 18-years-old may
enlist in the Navy now for one
year and be assured that all law-
ful demands relative to the pres-
ent draft act will be fulfilled,
, Chief H. L. Burch, Navy recruit-
ing station, Hopkinsville, an-
nounced last week. Those who
are interested in the separate and
special offer made by the Navy
may write to, or call in person,
at the Navy Recruiting Station,
9th and Main, Hopkinsville.
Major. Pierre Charles L'En-
rant, engineer who laid' out
WAshington,. was a Frenchman
who fought with, the Americans
%in the Revolution.
COLEMAN-DUNN CO.
YOUR INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER DEALER CORDIALLY INVITES
YOU TO ATTEND
MRS. HARTLEY HAWLICK'S
presentation of
"FROZEN FOOD FACTS"
COLEMAN-DUNN CO.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15
Princeton, Ky.
1:30 o'clock
'
YOU ARE WELCOME TO BRING A FRIEND AS YOUR GUEST
ATTENDANCE PRIZES Will BE GIVEN
This is an educational program on the preservation of foods, using
the frozen food method. Selecting of proper foods, preparing,
packaging, handling, freezing and storing will be demonstrated
in detail; also the cooking of the food after freezing. The demon-
stration will last about one and one-half hours.
FRANCE'S 'THANK YOU' TRAIN ARRIVES—The Fr
ench ship
Magellan, bearing the 49-car French "Thank You" train
 steams
past the Statue of Liberty—another gift of France—as the shi
p ar-
rived at New York. The cars, one for each state and the Dis
trict of
Columbia, contain gifts from the French people in return f
or food
and clothing sent by the American people in the 
Friendship
Train" (AP Wirephoto)
Rotarians Hear Talk
On Scout Anniversary
As a tribute to the Boy Scouts
of America the Rotary Club had
as speaker Tuesday night Jim
Harris, field executive of the Boy
Scouts, who talked in commemor-
ation of the 39th anniversary of
Scouting. Harold Price, Butler
High School senior, was intro-
duced as February Junior Ro-
tarian, Mark Cunningham. was
honored for his seventh year of
perfect attendance. New member
welcomed was John 0. McKin-
ney. Visiting Rotarians were
James Harned, Leslie Bowers and
Palmer Vance, Dawson Springs,
and Joe Goodman, Evansville,
was the guest of Sam Steger.
Murray Public Relations
Director To Speak Here
M. 0. Wrather, director of
public relations, Murray State
College, Murray, will discuss re-
quirements for renewal of cer-
tificates at a meeting of Cald-
well county teachers at 1 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, Feb. 12, in
the courthouse. He will also ex-
plain Murray College plans to
help teachers meet these re-
quirements.
B.IL-L.
DING,
"BILL DING'S" Business
is
BUILDING Business
71-1/6 C4A1T ESE
THE SAME HOUSE
THE SAME OLD HOUSE,
YOU'D BE SURPRISED,
LOOK AT IT NOW./
THEY MODE/21VIZED./
I • I•
//
t4,
Modernize Your Kitchen With
Cabinets
4-in. Sound 1 side Fir Plywood 171/2c pe
r ft.
%-in. Sound I side Fir Plywood 224c per ft.
tm-In. Sound 1 side Fir Plywood 25c per ft.
N's -in. Sound 1 side Fir Plywood 30c per
 ft.
31-in. Sound I side Fir Plywood 32,4c 
per ft.
5,.-in. Sound 2 sides Fir Plywood 321,ic per ft.
Sound 2 sides Fir Plywood 35c per ft.
COMPLETE LINE CABINET" COVERINGS, HARD
WARE,
METAL MOULDINGS.
•
--I Ire §
":-71"trriP7;.
rooit*
:•4
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WANT TO GET MI A
OUR NEW
Pvtdaoalqed
-- FINANCIAL SERVICE
For Families and Individuals
WILL HELP YOU
YOURS FOR
THE ASKING..'
WITHOUT COST
OR OBLIGATION
You don't have
to be a borrower
to take advantage
of this now service
4
This new service pro-
vides a "road map"
of your particular fi-
nancial problems and
opportunities ... wish
the most direct and
best "routes" to fi-
nancial independ-
once clearly indicat-
ed.
If we can help you work things out so you don't rived
financial assistance . so much the better. If not, we'll
land you money to got your program started. Take ad-
vantage of this opportunity to get started on the road to
financial independence
PHONE OR COME IN TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
1 nietitate FINANCE CORPORATIOI OF KY.
1u6 F. Court Square Phone 470
Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
Attends Dental Meet
Dr. C. H Jagger'. Jr.. is at-
tending the mid-winter meeting
of the Chicago Dental Society,
Chicago Ill., and will attend sev-
eral special clinics while there.
Hugh L. Jacob Gets
Degree From Princeton
Hugh L. Jacob, son of 
Mrs.
Ruth Jacob, Princeton, 
received
his Bachelor of Arts degree fro
m
Princeton University, Princeton,
N J loot Thursday afternoon
Water requires more he
warm it and more cold te
It than any other common
stance
4s
,vj
About a Great Ness
Hosiery Value!
to
America's Most Called-For Stoekinp for only I .63 I
That's our great new value in Humming Bird 51. Perfe
ct,
fit and tailoring, sheer beauty and miraculously
long wear--411 at the lowest price in Humming Bird
history! Choose your spring hosiery wardrobe and 
savs14,
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
Princeton, Kentucky
HEART STEALER!
•
t '
it7tHt
I /4
Only
$49.95
Make her your Valentine with this beautiful two-pieces, with
es.
loose-fitting jacket!
6
411
The 
Exclusive Ladi
es Store' 
VIOPIONSVILLE, KY.
•
4
4
r.411.04
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1,1•••• 0•11 No. 50 and give itein• for this page to whoev•r answers th• phone . . . to expedite handlino
of the news
per-Neely
• marriage of Miss Mary
• pepper, daughter of Mr.
rs. C. A. Pepper, Princeton,
ward Ray Neely, son of Mrs,
s L Neely, Nashville, Tenn.,
place at 2 o'clock, Monday
noon, Feb. 7, in the chambers
ge Henry Todd, Nashville,
e Todd officiating.
ent at the ceremony were
Paul Palmer, Bay City, Tex.,
Mrs. John Crosierto Karisas
Mo., sisters of the' bride.
. Neely is a graduate of
•r High School and is now
•yed in the Appeals Depart-
State of Tennessee. Mr.
y is with the U. S. Internal
nue Department, stationed
ashville.
Miscellaneous Shower
Mrs. Pepper Jones was hostess
at a miscellaneous shower Jan-
uary 18 in honor of Mrs. Thomas
Cayce, the former Lillie Pearl
Lax.
Home-made candy, cookies and
soft drinks were served to Mes-
dames Bedie Harmnn, Ira Lax,
Shellie Lewis, George Hawkins
Jim Tandy, Earl Hartigan, James
Hemingway, Alton Hobby, Josie
Hamby, Buddy Brown, Boyce
Williamson, Floyd Lewis, James
Hutchinson, Vernon Burchett,
Charles Lester, Wylie Brown, Os-
car Parker, Eli Peters, Richard
Peters, Nolie Mayes, George Free-
man. Travis Cummins, Lindsey
Wells, Bob Peters, Jame* Lax,
Tinsley Drennan, Lee Peters,
THE BACKGROUND
COMES FIRST
 
 • When you are not feeling well,
and are tempted to buy some highly
 
 
advertised remedy for which great
claims are made, ask yourself a
few simple questions. What is the
background of the manufacturer
of the remedy? Has he been edu-
cated in medicine, pharmacy, at
chemistry? Are the claims made for his remedy
based on scientific fact? Is it not possible that
you have been influenced by exaggerated state-
ments? Don't risk your health by experimenting
with medicines of unknown value. Consult your
physician. He alone is qualified to advise you in
matters pertaining to health. If be prescribes,
bring his prescription to us. It will be fined ea-
actly as ordered.
WIWAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 126
You Are Cordially
Invited To Attend Our
Annual Cotton Party
TUESDAY
February 15th
frzyrn 7/ to .5 -
A Preview Showing Of
Spring And Summer
Smartest Fashions. . .
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
Connie Davis and the hostess.
Misses Mary Katherine Glass,
Doris Davis, Virginia Nell Lewis,
Kaye Peters, Bonnie Kaye Will-
iamson and Mr. Paul Donald Lax.
Sending presents were Mes-
dames Forrest Cayce, Robert
Cayce, Raymond Stroube, Frank
Lewis, J. B. Lewis, I. Z. Lewis,
Gayle Pettit, J. W. Hazzard, Bob
Powley, Lanis Cunningham, Floyd
Poindexter, Henry Hartigan, Di-
que Satterfield, Boyd Satterfield,
Herchel Drennan, George Dren-
nan, Emery Cannon, Willie Jen-
kins, Ellis Jones, Gayle Kilgore,
Jack Davis, William Jones, Travis
Sisk, M. B. Ferguson, James
Tandy, Willard Mitchell, J. C.
Gresham, B. H. Larkins, Nona
Stephens and Kitty Lewis.
Misses Ruby Johnson, Mary
Ruth Peters, Mildred Washburn,
Pearl Hartigan, Blanch Oliver,
Betty Jo Mayes, Kate Lewis, Tiny
Lewis, Helen Wells, Jo Lester,
and Mr. Willard Cayce.
Social At Fredonia
Young People of the Fredonia
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
enjoyed a social at the home of
Charles Dean Friday night. Mrs.
Euclid Quertermous and Mrs.
Jim Blackburn are sponsors of
this group.
Members and visitors present
were: Nancy Phelps, Marion I.
Phelps, Sue Blackburn, Donna
Quertermous, Wanda Phelps, Ar-
nold Wigginton, Evelyn Riley,
Barbara Williams, Joe Frances,
Dick Rice, Gerald Rogers, Ruby
Jean Baker, Charles Russell Mel-
ton, Charles Thomas Vinson,
Charles Thomas Vinson, Charles
Dean, Mrs. Henry Phelps, Euclid
Quertermous, Mrs. Euclid Quer-
termous and Mrs. Jim Blackburn.
Pot luck supper was served and
Games were played.
Valentine Party
Westminster Fellowship group'
of the Fredonia First Presbyter-
ian Church will have a Valen-
tine party in connection with
their regular program on Thurs-
day night of this week.
81zee
9-15
$22.95
JACKIE NIMBLE designed
this petite little one piece 8a-
lyna . . . A figure flattering
bodice with a matching em-
broidered yoke . . self belt
and full skirt.
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urge arabeue growein
(left) superintendent of nurses at Phelps Hospital in Macomb. Ill.,
holds "Marie," whose parents authorities were seeking. State's
Attorney Roger W. Hayes said Mrs. Joan Brokus, 22, had stated
that she took the girl from a Pittsburgh, Pa., apartment house in
February or March, 1948. Mrs. Brokus is charged with kidnaping
Richard L. Strickler, 7, whom Hayes said lived in Dubuque, Ia.
Hayes said Mrs. Brokus told of ''picking up" five children during
the last five year. (AP Wirephoto)
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pender-
graph, Chattanooga, Tenn., have
been guests at Princeton Hotel
the last week visiting friends
here. Former Princetonians, Mr.
Pendergraph was connected with
the Princeton Hosiery Mills for
several years.
Mr. and Mrs. James Richard-
son, Evansville, Ind., visited the
latter's mother, Mrs. Theodore
Smith, last week.
Mrs. Carl Davenport left Sat-
urday for her home in Tulsa,
Okla,. after being at the bedside
of her mother, Mn. A. K. Miller,
who suffered a heart attack sev-
eral weeks ago. Mrs. Miller will
remain at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Fred Taylor, until she re-
cuperates.
Miss Melville Young spent sev-
eral days last week with Sgt. and
Mrs. Jack Brown in Ft. Knox.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Hardeman and
little daughter, Gayle, of Urbana,
Ill., spent several days last week
with her father, Mark Cunning-
ham and brother, Mark Cunning-
ham, Jr.
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin has re-
urned from visiting her son, Dr.
Hugh A. Goodwin, Jr., and Mrs.
Goodwin, Nashville, Tenn., and
her sister, Mrs. D. F. Nisbet,
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry were
visitors in Hopkinsville Monday.
Miss Elizabeth Sholar spent
several days this week with Mr.
and Mrs. James Redd, in Hop-
kinsville. Mrs. Redd is the form-
er Virginia Wylie.
Mesdames Stanley Sharp, Billy
McElroy, Willard Moore and C.
H. Jaggers, Jr., were in Russell-
ville Tuesday.
\Mr. and Mrs. Evans Parrent,
Detroit, Mich., Ere visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benson
Parrent, Beverley Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bishop left
Tuesday on a business trip
through Alabama, Louisana
and Texas.
r Bill Granstaff, student at Kan-
sas City Art School, Kansas City,
Mo., spent last week-end with
his family here.
Mrs. A. S. Pitzer, Chicago, Ill.,
and Mrs. T. F. Holman, Dyers-
burg, Tenn., both former resi-
dent* here, are visiting Mr and
Mrs, C. E. Caddie and Mrs. Em-
ery E. Dobbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
were in Nashville, Tenn, Mon-
day.
Mesdames Henry Sevison and
W. D. Armstrong spent Tuesday
in Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sevison
spent Sunday afternoon in Hop-
kinsville with Dr. and Mrs. Ran-
dg Dade.
Mrs. Lee Cardin and daughter,
any, and Miss Nancy Stowers
were visitors in Madisonville and
Hopkinsville Saturday.
Mrs. Paul Palmer, Bay City,
Tex.; Mrs. John Crosser, Kansas
Penney's famous
COTTONS
A SPECIAL PURCHASE
120 ONLY
for $2.00 now
ONE DAY ONLY
FRIDAY, FEB. 11th
80 Square Percale, in sizes 14 to 52
6 Styles to pick from
!Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Janie); F. Griffin,
llopkInaville, on the birth of a
daughter, February 4. Mrs. Grif-
fin is the former Louise Rothrock,
of Paducah, and a niece of Gm-
ham Rothrock, Princeton. Mr.
:riffin is a former resident here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Elliott
Hawkins, Jr., Athens, Ga., on the
arrival of a baby daughter, Mary
Anne, Saturday, Jan. 29 The
baby weighed seven pounds 12
ounces. Mr. Hawkins Is instructor
in the dairy department at the
University of Georgia. Paternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Hawkins, Sr., Eddy
Creek community, and maternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Cline, Atlanta, Ga.
• • •
M-Sgt. and Mrs. Virgil P.
Woodall on the birth of a daugh-
ter, Nancy Susan, Saturday, Jan.
22, in the Station Hospital, Camp
Breckinridge.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Gran-
staff, Kansas City, Mo., on the
birth of a son at Princeton Hos-
pital February 3.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Bob Mc-
Gowen, Herrin, Dl., on the birth
of a daughter, Cynthia Lou,
Monday, Jan. 24. The baby weigh-
ed six pounds 12 ounces. Mr. Mc-
Gowen is the son of Hugh Mc-
Gowen, Princeton.
• • , •
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Crowe,
Route 2, Princeton, on the ar-
rival of a daughter Saturday,
Jan. 22. Elizabeth Susan weighed
six pounds 14 ounces,
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W.
Pugh, Star Route 5, Princeton,
on the birth of a daughter, Janet
Elaine, Saturday, Jan. 12. The
baby weighed seven and a half
7unds.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs Montgomery J.
Jones on the arrival of a son,
Donald Duane, who weighed sev-
en pounds. The baby was bern
Tuesday, Jan. 25.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Travis,
Route 1, Fredonia, on the birth of
a daughter Tuesday, Jan. 18. The
baby, who weighed six and a half
pounds, has been named Marla
Gaye. •
City, Mo., and Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward R. Neely, Nashville, Tenn.,
were the guests this week of Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Pepper.
A well-greased codes can any
be used for steaming holiday
puddings or breads. Fill two
ly fitting cover before putting
t•ti
revv,
afff
Strike • pose lot your 'Spring
Picture in a navy wool flan-
nel skirt and bolero cossume.
Dons Dodson designs eche*.
ed gingham blouse and sep-
arate cuffs that button cie awl
cif, for a change of scenery.
Navy & 9IoU
NOV, a Ger.
Navy 6 Bise
Sula and Eliza Nall
does the suit-dress
No. 6168
Soft-mannered suit-dress
for • season-long standby!
Important, too, for the
young slimness it lends
the halfeise figure
with long-revered.
king-peplumed jacket...
for its proportioned
siting! White pique
"ruffs" on Black,
Brown. Navy or Grey
Martinique Rayon Crepe.
1104-204.
Odor Martial Atemelog
Drumm Ms Wasos' .4.41
•191volea• IteN,Shtat fiwip
ili5
As s•on In
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
The daily creel limit for crap-
pie (or newlight) fish has been
Increased from 15 to 20 and the
possession limit on the second
day in succession of fishing has
been boosted from 36 to 60, Earl
Wallace, director of the Division
of Game and Fish announces.
The changes was made, with
the concurrence of the Kentucky
Game and Fish Commission, af-
ter it was found by division per-
sonnel that the increase in this
type fish in Kentucky waters
warrants such action. The author-
ity to make changes in creel and
bag limists and dates for hunting
and fishing was granted the di-
rector and the Commission under
the Kentucky Revised Statutes
150.025, subsection 4 of house bill
283 which was approved by the
1948 General Assembly.
Last year the size limit was
removed from this specie of fish,
Mr. Wallace reminded, and points
out that the new regulation ap-
plies to the entire state but af-
fects only the crappie (or new-
light) specie.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Another Good Year
For Turkeyraisers
This should be another good
year for turkey raisers, J. E.
Humphrey of the College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics.
University of Kentucky said at
the Pennsylvania Farm Products
Show at Harrisburg. He judged
the turkey show and discussed
raising the big birds.
Humphrey said the 1948 crop
was 10 percent under the pro-
duction of 1947. The cold storage
carry-over is smaller than usual.
Consumer buying power is ex-
pected to continue high this yea:
Feed is plentiful and cheaper than
last year. Several agencies are
sponsoring an eat-more-turkey
campaign.
If he were raising turkeys thi.
year, Humphrey said he would
raise as many birds as he could
without crowding equipment. He
might even expand production, if
it could be done without much
cost. He would buy pullorum-free
poults, and would try to have
turkeys to sell early and late,
when there might not be other
birds on the market.
The ibex, Alpine wild goat,
now found only in three areas
of Switzerland, inhabits the line
of perpetual snow of its native
mountains, b u t descends at
,night to graze in the highest
woods.
CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
Ag•nt For
Clipper
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
Phone 893 Princeton, Ky.
8 Cheerful colors and color to suit
every spot in your home $5
FLOOR ENAMEL $4.00
MADE TO WALK ON
High Gloss • Super Tough • Easy to Keep New
PORCH and
DECK PAINT $4.00
Gal.Weather Resisting
LINOQUICK
THE ALL-PURPOSE INTERIOR VARNISH
A aeor Synthetic Mode Es..
$5.00 P"ianY for Use on Floors,
Linoleum and Woodwork
Gal
11 I. ARDLE/38 OP PRICE 'MERE BETTER
' '` 4111PAINT4WATYP.
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SCENE OF MINE CAVE-liN—The ntii lace caved in ,,•,(1 an anthracite coal mine (Yen. 11 at Cal bon-
dale, Pa., damaging 13 homes in a three-block area. This view of Kane Street, Carbondale Town-
ship, was dropped by a surface settling and two homes damaged by the subsidence. In one in-
stance a house dropped twenty-five feet. No one was in the mine at the time of the cave-in. It had
been closed for several days because of warm weather had resulted in a cut in hard coal production.
(AP Wirephoto)
—What It Means
Atomic Energy's Effect
On Education
By Clarke Beach
Washington—It isn't enough to
learn how to make atomic bombs.
You also have to learn how to
live with them.
That, in general, is the con-
clusion of a lot of educators in
colleges and universities who are
trying to remold educational
standards to fit the atomic age.
How fn.:), are doing it is d,-
scribed in the forthcoming issue
of "Higher Fducation", a publi-
cation of the Federal Security
Agency. The Agency's Office of
Education queried colleges and
universities and received 500 re-
plies.
Results of the survey are de-
scribed in an article by Dr.
Claude E. Hawley, associate chief
for social sciences, division of
higher education.
It was found that about 100 of
the institutions are taking drastic
steps to adapt their courses to the
new force. As Dr. Hawley ex-
presses it, they "are impressed
with the weighty obligations of
educators to help unravel some of
You can build the organic mat-
ter and nitrogen, as well as the
phosphorus of your soil . . by
applying FOUR-LEAF Powd-
ered Rock Phosphate and
growing a legume in your
rotation. Legumes feed hung-
rily on powdered rock phos-
phate, grow luxuriantly, leave
roots and residues rich in nit-
rogen from the free air! Phos-
phated legumes and following
crops grow increased residues
to build the organic matter of
the soil—make it easier to
work and increase its water
bokitng ear2aritae- This is,
efLkii*e:
bigger crops and 'richer past-
ures.
Write to . . . .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, III.
Sell Your Tobacco
Where Your Neighbors Sell
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Second and Virginia Streets
You will receive courteous treatment and the
highest market price for your tobacco.
the horrible and fascinating prob
lems newly createc.
(The pedagogues' awareness of
the problem, however, was by no
means unanimous. Of the 500 col-
leges replying to the question-
naire, 400 indicated that the com-
ing of the atomic age had affect-
ed their activities only incident-
ally.)
One of the most striking de-
velopments is the effect on train-
ing in engineering and other
technical professions. Some of the
faculties are requiring their stu-
dents to acquire a much more
general education so that they can
understand their new problems
and responsibilities.
The State University of Iowa
requires its engineering students
to taken twice as many courses
in the social sciences and humani-
ties as it formerly did. Many oth-
ers have made similar changes or
are considering them.
On the other hand, many
schools are requiring their liber-
al arts students, the ones who'are
specializing in general education,
to take more physical and natur-
al science courses. Some have
developed new non-technical
courses on atomic energy for the
benefit of students with little
scientific background.
The teaching of all the social
sciences in many of the schools
is being revised. Students are be-
ing told about the probable social
implications of atomic energy
and of the social effects of new
atomic inventions that are likely
to come.
Economic aspects of the new
power are studied. And in politic-
al science there is increasing em-
phasis on the problem of control
of atomic weapons.
In some teachers' colleges fut-
ure professors are being prepared
to guide the next generation
through the thorny new atomic
frontiers.
Some theological schools have
a(Fic.1 new courses on religion and
_ -tees an philosophy
atre..A. the- siestat-aspeetsr_.01,15e.
development of atomic 'energy.
One professor of religion wrote:
A renewed emphasis on the
need for human brotherhood and
the break-down of segregations
of minority groups has come into
our teaching with the arrival of
the atomic bomb."
"Virtually every institution re-
porting a change due to recent
atomic energy developments," Dr.
Hawley related, "indicated that
the content Of existing courses
had been altered to include some
discussion, if not formal units, on
the new phenomena.
"As one respondent said: 'I
doubt that we can name one
course that has been added. I
doubt that we can name one
course that is not affected'."
"Not More, But Bet-
ter Merehandiee"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)
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No Wilt Found In
New Kind Of Leaf
The new variety of burley to-
bacco, F-17A-46, has proved to
be satisfactory with several farm-
ers in Hart county, reports Farm
Agent Free W. Wallace. He tells
of Harry Stinson, who, in a field
badly infested with wilt, set out
two and a half acres of F-17A-46.
On either side in the same field
he planted Ky. 41A. The latter
crop was badly damaged by
wilt, while the F-17A was free of
it. Mr. Stinson harvested more
than a ton to the acre of that
variety, six baskets bringing him
$63 a hundred pounds.
Prizes Pay For
4-H Recreation
The Forgertown 9-H Club of
45 members in Clay county is
enjoying recreation facilities
bought with prize-winning funds
earned last year. Winner in a
corn contest and in a champion-
club contest, the organization re-
ceived $50, for which it bought
equipment for playing soft ball,
volley ball, croquet and table ten-
nis. Every other Saturday, mem-
bers of the club and one of their
five adult leaders gather at the
local school for fun and recrea-
tion. Last year, the 4-H'ers com-
pleted 119 agricultural and home
economics projects. Perry Cor-
nett is president of the club.
Subscribe to the Leader
The recognition of two Ken-
tucky farm women as Master
Farm Homemakers was an event
of the Farm and Home Conven-
tion at Lexington. Honored were
Mrs. Hugh D. Luck of Ashby-
burg, Hopkins county, and Mrs
Layson Wagnor of Paris, Bout
bon county.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Luck
own their 260-acre farm. In addi-
tion, they rent 140 acres. When
their only son, Stiman, was mar-
ried, a house was built near-by
for the young couple, enabling
the two families to operate the
farm together. Such jobs as
gardening, canning, butchering
and poultry raising are worked
out on a cooperative basis.
Mrs. Luck is active in church
affairs, is a member of the Par-
ent Teacher Association, a leader
in the Onton Homemakers Club,
and is county home management
leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Layson Wagoner
are the parents of four children:
Layson, Jr., 23, farming; Mrs. R.
Gayle Speakes, Lexington; 'Rose
21, college student at Wilmore,
Ky., and Robin, 12.
When the Laysons bought their
22-acre farm in Bourbon county
in 1943, the house had been un-
occupied for three years. Working
together, they made plans to im-
prove their home. As a result, the
roof was raised, bedrooms added,
house insulated, water system in-
stalled and house redecorated.
A leader in her homemakers
club, Mrs. Wagoner is also active
Arthritis Pain
teurtida lAultbago. [Sciatica, or Neuralgia in
it•ros. Works through the blood First deallimns *ails alleviating pals ao you gag
gaga. Wog We gad sleep more me-anneal,
Day and night, a train arrives
In New York on the average of
every 50 seConds.
in church and Sunday School, is
a 4-H leader, and is past-president
of the local Parent Teachers Asso-
ciation.
Wm M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredodia, Ky.
General •Electric
REFRIGERATOR
This General Electric Refrigerator is powered by sealed-in
-steel sys-
tem, carrying a five-year protection plan. More than two million such
General Electrics have been in operation greater than 10 years.
6 Cu. ft. Priced $216.95
•;'Is ,"::
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eef, Hog Prices On Hoof
kid Far Below 'Seasonal
By ASIBOCIATIO 66666
Chieago- -Meat on the hoof
't the four-legged gold it used
be.
Prices of both hogs and cattle
e far down from the record
ighs made last year. And live-
'k experts are agreed the
ump in the last few weeks has
een much more than just "sea-
nat."
Take hogs, for example. For a
me last year hogs were the
black gold" of the Midwest,
ringing fabulous prices. Hogs
t Chicago hit a top of $31.85 a
undred pounds last August. But
Jan. 20 the best price was
1.50.
The same story applies to eat-
e. Average cost .of slaughter
eers at Chicago this week was
tirnated by Agriculture De-
rtment experts at $23.75 a hun-
ed pounds. That compared with
all-time high last July of
6.85.
What is behind the price drop?
Mark Pickell, secretary of the
orn Belt Livestock Feeders As-
-iation, said, 'There are just
a many of the critters coming
market." He said he thought
would take from 30 to 60 days
"clean up" the present mar-
k:lut,
Mr. Pickell forecast the current
price decline several months ago,
when he made the flat state-
ment: "Meat prices are coming
down." He admitted that the
drop in livestock prices was
"more than „Is expected; I made
a good forecast, but not enough
tsf it."
In hogs, Mr. Pickell said one
factor was the sharp break in
lard prices. Lard now is selling
below the former Office of Price
Administration ceiling. He said
it was backing up in cold storage
warehouses and was one reason
packers were lowering their bids
for live hogs.
H. M. Conway, market analyst
for the National Livestock Pro-
ducers Association said some
cattle feeders were a "little pan-
icky" and therefore had started
to send their cattle to market. He
said he thought the price slump
was greater than justified by
the supply situation.
"We were headed for some
price decline, but it has been
greater than a seasonal slump,'
Mr. Conway said. Ile added he
expected the market to come
back in the next 60 days, and
then to ease off again in May and
June. This, he said, would be
the normal seasonal pattern.
New Models
COO LERATOR
Electric
REFRIGERATORS
Now On Display
Modern, Convenient, Efficient . . . Immediate
Delivery
•
Eldred Hardware Co.
B THDAY SPANKING—The older alker tripiets (left to right), five-year-old Paul, Patricia and
Peter, paddle the second set of Walker triplets (left to right) Martin, Mary and Margaret, in trodi-
tional birthday style at their home in Syracuse, N. Y. (Feb. 6) The mother, Mrs. Michael Walker,
startled the world by giving birth to her second threesome last year, Feb. 6. (AP Wirephoto)
The Indian c a at e system, in
steps leading down, were the
Brahmans, originally priests and
scholars; the Kshatriya or war-
riors, now Rajputs; the Vaisya
or merchant group; the Sudra,
or fCsllowers, of "clean occupa-
tions," and finally, Untouchables,
originally assigned to the lowest
of menial labors.
True wasps make the cells of
their nest of dry wood and
saliva, worked together to make
a sort of paper.
The word "hymn" was orig-
inally used by ancient Greeks
for a song or poem in honor of
gOds, heroes or famous men.
An Agricultural Department
marketing specialist offered as
one reason for the cattle selling
a department report which
showed that cattle in the na-
tion's feed lots were 19 percent
greater than a year ago. The
number — 4,548,000 head — was
he largest on record.
A spokesman for one of the
large meat packers said it was
difficult to tell whether the price
slump came because of an in-
creased supply or a falling off
in consumer demand. He said it
might be a combination of both.
With the single exception of
Jan, 3 this year, the hog price of
Jan. 20—both the top and aver-
age figure— was lowest since
Oct. 14, 1946. That was when
an OPA ceiling of $16.25 applied
to hogs.
The average steer price last
week was lower than in any 1948
wsvelc and the lowest for any
,vieek since that of May 10, 1347,
when it was $23.42. Choice cat-
tle Jan. 20 brought $31. The top
for prime cattle last year was
Flowers Say
Valentine
Greetings Best. . . Say it with flowers and you
say it with a language that speaks thoughts the
tongue can never tell. . .
IF you want a small remembrance or
that "Special Something", it's here.
Our expanded growing facilities can
mean but one thing--better flowers
and more value for what you want to
spend.
POTTED PLANTS 
 from 75c
CORSAGES ... .. . . from $1.50
CUT FLOWERS ... MOST ANY KIND YOU WANT
VALENTINE SPECIALS
RED HEART VASE ARRANGED WITH
SEASONABLE FLOWERS, a real Valentine $2 to $3
RED CARNATION CORSAGE, Valentine Packed
CORSAGES IN A USEFUL PLASTIC VALENTINE BOX
(A corsage she will love ... a box she'll keep) 
$2
A. H. TEMPLETON, FLORIST
$3 up
103-1 103-W
See Our Display
Fredonia News
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Downing
and son, Douglas Ray, and Mr.
Louis Girard, Detroit, Mich., spent
a few days last week with her
parents, the Rev. and Mrs. Bay
Wigginton. They were enroute to
Phoenix, Ariz., where they expect
to make their home. Mrs. Down-
ing is the former Mildred Wig-
ginton.
Mrs. Leora Spickard, Detroit,
Mich., spent last week with her
sister, Mrs. Ray Blackburn, and
Mr. Blackburn.
Cpl. Frank Harmon and Sgt.
Tuttle who spent last week with
the former's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Harmon, left Friday for
Ft. Benning, Ga.
W. S. DeBoe, chief of police of
Cadiz, spent several days here
last week as guest of his sister,
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz, and other rela-
tives in the county.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke and
daughter, Jackie, Hopkinsville,
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T Henson
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bradley Henson near Kuttawa.
Sgt. Billy Gibbs, Ft. Benning,
Ga., is spending a few days here
with Mrs. Marvin Gibbs and
family. He visited his father,
Marvin Gibbs a patient in the
Boehne hospital, Evansville, Ind.,
and reports his father to be im-
proving.
Circle No. 2 of the Baptist W.
M. U. will meet with Mrs. J. J.
Rogers for their regular monthly
program Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Querters-
mous and baby son, Charles Way-
ne, spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Moore, Groves Center.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker were
Sunday guests of Ms. and Mrs.
Earl Hurst of near Marion.
Miss Edna Baker, Murray,
spent the weekend with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan were
in Paducah Tuesday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray,
Evansville, Ind., spent the week-
end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. P. Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spickard and
baby, Lexington, spent the week-
end as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt and
son, Marion, were Sunday guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Turley.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young returned home Monday
after spending several weeks with
Mrs. Sory's daughter, Mss. Val
Guthery, Mr. Guthery and family,
Charlotte, N. C.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young left
Thursday afternoon for Braden-
ton, Fla., where they will be the
guests of his father, W. F. Young.
They were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. John Quertermous,
Marion, who will visit relatives in
Ft. Lauderdale.
Miss Rachel Turley spent Tues-
day as guest of Mrs. Bill King.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
and sons, Wayne and Donald, and
Leaman Lowry, Evansville, Ind.,
visited Mrs. Belle Lowry and
family Sunday afternoon.
eames Quertermous, who is em-oyed in Hopkinsville, spent
the weekend with his mother,
Mrs. Josie Quertermous and fami-
ly.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and daugh-
ter, Carolyn, returned from Gary,
Ind. Friday after spending sev-
eral days there with relatives.
Whalebone, or ba lee n, is a
substance which hangs from the
roof of whales' mouths as a
dense fringe of 300 or more
blade-shaped plates, each one
eight to 10 feet long.
A disastrous fire in Delft,
Holland, helped transform that
city from a brewing center to
Europe's clay tile capital. Eigh-
teenth-century tile makers se-
lected sites of Delft's razed
breweries for their factories.
"For That Very
Special One"
Delight HER HEART with an
an assorted box from our
wide selection of
CANDIES
Available in satin covered, heart shaped gift
box to please any lovely lady on Valentine's Day.
WE HAVE A $2,000 STOCK OF
Russell Stovers
Whitman
Belle Camp
King
Priced from 50c to $6.00
Major-Dray Drug Store
Corner 9th and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville
At The Churches
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
WillIam E Cunningham, pastoi
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service7:00 
p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a m.
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G M. Haller, Pastor.
9:45 am. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
and Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
1:46 Wenn:duster Aglow**
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
BARBER MEMORIAL
CU MB ERLA NI) PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School, 9:45 a m., R
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Mid week Worship, Wednes-
day, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
P.m.
OGDEN ME7'110DIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Wo.-ship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wedaesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST CHRISTIAN
The young people will meet for
a three-hour service each Sun-
day night. From 5 to 6 o'clock
will be the regular Christian
Youth Fellowship meeting; choir
rehearsal directed by Gordon
Lisanby will be from 6 until 7
o'clock, and a social hour will
follow.
Next Sunday's morning wor-
ship hour will be a service call-
ed "A Sermon In Song" by adult
livestock Market Report
Number of livestock sold hero
rose again this week when 1,260
head were marketed as compared
to 958 last week, Cattle prices
were 50 cents to $1 lower on all
kinds than last week
TpTAL HEAD 
 1260
Long Fed Steers 
 $20-$22.50
Good Quality Fat Steers $19-$21
Medium Quality Butcher
Cattle . .. .$18-$21
Baby Beeves 321-924
Fat Cows $16-$19
Canners and Cutters $12-$15
Bulls $17-$21
Stock Cattle $19-$23
Feeder Cattle $18-$21
Milk Caws ... .$96-$150
No. 1 Veals 
 $33
No. 2 Veals . ..... $31
Throwouts . $15.25-$25
Hogs. 200-230 
 $20
235-280 , • $18.25
120-155 • $17.25
285 and up $17.75
120-155 $17.25
160-795 $19
Roughs 450, under 315.50
Roughs over 450  $15
--
choir.
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 11 o'clock
Young People, 5 to 8 o'clock
NOTICE
TO
TAXPAYERS
The Caldwell County Board of Supervisors and Equalizers convenedin the Courthouse at Princeton, Kentucky, at 9:00 A. M. Monday, Febru-
ary, 7, 1949 and desire to submit to the taxpayers and—or other interest-
ed persons the following schedule showing the dates upon which said tax-
payers and or other interested persons may appear before the Board
regarding the assessment against their property for the assessment yearbeginning July 1, 1948:
Donaldson Magisterial District No. 2
Persons voting at Farmersville and Creswell,
Paul Rowland, Magistrate.
THURSDAY, FEBRUAkY 10, 1949
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1949
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1949
Donaldson Magisterial District No. 7
Persons voting at Briarfield and Quinn,
Calvin Oates, Magistrate
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1949
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1949
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1949
Bucksnort Magisterial District
Persons voting at Lewistown, Cross Roads, White School House and
Piney Grove; James T. White, Magistrate
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1949
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1949
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1949
Harmony Magisterial District
Persons voting at Cobb and Hopson
James A. Reece, Magistrate
MONDAY;TElitUARY 21, 1949
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1949
Fredonia Magisterial District
Persons voting at Crider, Fredonia and Flatrock
Arthur Wigginton, Magistrate
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1949
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1949
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1949
Princeton Magisterial Districts Nos. 1 and 6
Persons voting at all Princeton Precincts; Elbert-M. McCaslin,
Magistrate, Princeton No. 1., Thomas Bond, Magistrate,
Princeton No. 6
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1949
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1949
TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1949
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 1949
THURSDAY, MARCH 3, 1949
FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1949
SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 1949
MONDAY, MARCH 7, 1949
The Board convenes at 8:30 A. M. and adjourns at 4:00 P. M., each
day. Done by order of the Board of Supervisors, this February 7, 1949.
WM. G. PICKERING, Chairman
Attcst:
PHILIP STEVENS, County Court Clerk.
Friendship News
By Miss Nola Wilson
Several were present at Sun-
day SAlool Sunday.
Many people of our communi-
ty have colds. Othis Storm's chil-
dren were very sick, but are mych
better. Nancy Carol Rogers also
has had a cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tanner and
Nora Belle Ladd recently visited
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ladd. Mr.
Ladd has had a severe cold but
has been up part of the time late-
ly.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy re-
cently visited their little great-
grandson, Billie Ray McAlister,
Cobb.
Mr. and Mrs. WayIon Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Storm and
children and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
McGowan visited Mr. and Mrs.
Claud Storm Sunday. Mrs. Clint
Ladd was an afternoon visitor.
Miss Nola Wilson visited Mrs.
Ratliff Rogers Sunday afternoon.
State College, Murray, spent the
weekend at home.
The January Missionary So-
ciety meeting was attended by
Mesdames L. W. Rogers, Press
Lilly, Denzil Fuller, Ernest Lacy,
Leslie Ladd, Wallace Oden, Zora
Wilson and Gertie Cortner.
Mrs. Aaron Rogers spent Sat-
urday afternoon with Mrs. Way-
Ion Rogers.
Gilmer Rogers, Camp Breckin-
ridge, spent the weekend at
Thinks All Farmers
Should Grow Ladino
G. B. Nolan, Harlan county
farmer, thinks so highly of ladino
clover that he would like to see
every farmer growing some of
it, he told Farm Agent Allan C.
Davis. During his 40 years of
dairying, Nolan has tried about
every grass that came along, he
said, but ladino clover tops them
all. Despite the dry weather of the
past summer, it was all his herd
of 16 cows could do to keep down
eight acres of this crop.
Mr. Nolan has a field of orch-
ard grass and alfalfa, but the la-
dino clover made much more
pasture, he stated.
Evidence indicates that the
caste system—including Untouch-
ables—were introduced in India
by light-skinned conquerors to
maintain racial and ruling su-
premacy over the dark-skinned
tribes and other subjects.
home.
Mrs. Minnie Ladd is visiting
friends here.
Mrs. Carl Rogers and Mrs.
Claude Storm are employed at
the Princeton Hosiery Mill.
Charlie Overbey recently visit-
ed his son, Walter Overbey, Hop-
kinsville.
Mrs. Charles Overbey recently
visited her daughter, Mrs. Nell
Lewis, Princeton.
representing all old line stock insurance compan-
ies. A policy with this agency means security—
not for a day but for all time to come.
For your insurance needs, call or see
Ky. Farm News
Bad loads leading to several
farina in Rowan county make it
Impossible for the Carnation
company milk hauler to reach
them.
The Newport Rotary Club has
offered to loan $100 to a 4-11'er
who wants to buy a registered
dairy heifer.
Homemakers In Webster coun-
ty are making 115 hand-hooked
rugs, using patterns which they
designed.
G. A. McKinley of Clinton
county produced an average of
112 bushels of Ky. 203 hybnid
corn on 11 acres.
Average tobacco yield per acre
in Ballard county in 1948 was
1,400 pounds, an increase per
acre of 300 pounds since 1945.
The Ky. 31 Fescue Association
reports that it sold two million
pounds of fescue seed in 1948
produced by Kentucky growers.
Jack Poff, 4-H club member
in Knox county, in one month
took in $84.90 from his flock of
82 Austra White hens, averaging
23.5 eggs each.
Cledith Rowe, Magoffin county
4-Her, produced 167.2 bushels of
hybrid corn on his acre-pot, top-
ping county records.
E. B. Mantel of Carlisle county
estimated he saved $300 on feed
last fall when he turned 46 head
of calves on a fescue field for 70
days.
The average tobacco yield in
Carroll county was approximately
1,600 pounds per acre.
By David Taylor Marke
If Junior seems to be constant-
ly banhaged, if he seems to suf-
fer one accident after another,
here's good nows for you moth
It's because he's a popular
youngster.
The number cd injuries chil-
dren get is a measure of their
friendships, Dr. Elizabeth M.
Fuller, associate professor of
child welfare at the University
of Minnesota, has found in a
study of children who always are
getting hurt. She found, also,
that children who had a lot of
accidents seemed to have the
same group of personality traits.
WhatIIis group of personality
traits dds up to is that the
child /is usually the most desir-
able child. He is brighter, more
alert, more active and more pop-
ular—more popular because the
child who doesn't just sit back,
the one who does things, attracts
the admiration of his compan-
ions and just naturally makes
more contacts with others."
Of course, he isn't perfect. He
is sometimes rude. He may be a
daredevil, impulsive, impatient
and sometimes obstinate, Dr.
.„
FOlding..and,Box Type Camerqs
Ranging From $6.95 Up
Don't Miss This Opportunity To Get A New Camera!
Enlargers
-Printers
AND OTHER DARK ROOM SUPPLIES
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FEBRUARY 6 TO 12
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
In every part of the nation more than 2,200,000 boys and
their adult leaders, will observe Boy Scout Week, Feb. 6th to 12th,
marking the 39th anniversary of the Boy Scouts of America.
The theme of the celebration is "Adventure—that's Scouting!"
This year the movement is emphasising the fun and fellowship its
members get out of the game of Scouting. More high adventure
Ii planned in the out-of-doors. Their adventure in citizenship
will find Scouts ernphasizIng civic service activities, emergency
service training and world Scouting relationships. During Boy
Scout Week, Scouts, their parents and countless communities
will honor the volunteer adult leaders of the nation's 70,000
Cub Packs, Scout Troops and Senior Units. Above is the official
Poster marking the Scout birthday.
William David Hamrick,
Jr., Has Been Trained In
Park Supervision
Frankfort Appointment of
William David Hamrick, Jr., as
superintendent of Kentucky Lake
State Park has been announced
by Mrs. Lucy L. Smith, director
of the Division of State Parks.
Hamrick has been employed at
Gilbertsville in a personnel train-
ing program. He is 31 and a native
of Murray, Ky.
He was employed from 1941
until last year by the Tennessee
Valley Authority in the operation
Fuller says.
These traits all are related to
the number of injuries a young-
ster gets. For example, a child
who is bright and alert also is
distracted more easily.
While hanging by his knees
from an exercise ladder, the alert
boy is apt to be distracted by
some other happening in the
room.and, as a result, is maybe
more likely to take a tumble
than the child whose attention
hasn't strayed from his own ac-
tivity.
The accident-prone child is
generally well-developed physi-
cally. He has what educators call
better motor coordination, bet-
ter control of his legs and hands,
for instance.
This, in a way, helps him to
avoid even more injuries than
he does get. If he slips while
hanging from the ladder, he has
a better chance of catching him-
self and preventing a fall.
Nevertheless, the physically
able child gets himself into
snarly more situations that lesud.
r., ....,
.........miki---714:sli
.----. —,,.... s
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Crodey Shelvador• puts twice as
much food to the front — gives you
21 feet of front row storage space.
The Sheivador• is 40 evelnive Crodey
feature — backed by el the newest
Improvements hi home refrigeretion.
&
UK Bureaus Publish
Conservation Booklet
The Bureau of Business Re-
search and Bureau of Government
Research at the University of
Kentucky are co-publishers of a
booklet outlining the Common-
wealth's conservation program.
Entitled "Safeguarding Kentuc-
ky's Natural Resources," the
book analyzes current conserva-
tion practices and lists proposals
for strengthening and improving
the programs of all Kentucky re-
source agencies.
of the TVA village at Kentucky
Dam, which has been converted
into a new state park.
Kentucky Lake State Park, lo-
cated on the lake at Fggner's Fer-
ry, has been under construction
for the past year. The state is
now completing a bath house, con-
cession building, picnic shelters
and other structures and will
build 15 vacation cottages for use
next summer. This will make
necessary the presence of an ep-
erating superintendent at the
park, Mrs. Smith said.
Construction work at the new
park is under the direction of
James Wealcs, engineer for the
Stak Division of Parks.
Harlem, now a Negro center
in New York, was once a village
on Manhattan Island.
Highway Engineers
Take U. K. Course
Frankfort, Feb. 9—Departtnent
of Highway engineering employes
are enrolling in a 72-week ex-
tension course designed to enable
them to step into higher classifi-
cations within the department.
The course, conducted jointly
by the department and the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Extension
Department, currently is avail-
able to all engineering employees
of the Central Office here. Plans
are underway to set up a similar
course for engineers in the nine
highway districts.
Divided into six sections of 12
weeks each, the course will cover
general mathematics, mechanics,
strength of materials, stresses,
steel designs, and reinforced con-
crete design. A total of 36 per-
sons have enrolled in the open-
ing general mathematic section
conducted by Guy F. Vansant,
Jr., design engineer in the High-
way Department Bridge Section.
Cluaites are held from 7 to 9
P. M. each Friday in the State
Office Building. Qualified in-
structors and textbooks are being
approved by the U. K. Building.
Qualified instructors and text-
books are being approved by the
U. K. College of Engineering.
The course does not carry col-
The proportion of Negroes it
the population of the U
States has decreased from ativu;
one-fifth in 1790 to letu 'the
one-tenth today.
Realizing they Sr.' In the
elfic earthquake belt, city Aka.
ners of Wellington, N, Z, have
incorporated 'quake proof'
turn in almost all its buildings.
More people now are wurkisi
on U. S. /arms than at any hit,
since 1940.
lege credit. However, upon corn.
pletion of all six sections essos
student will be awarded a reit,
ficate by the University
sion Department.
PIQUE PRINTS, STRIPED CHAMBRAY,
PERCALES, All Sanforized, Fast Color
ANOTHER FEDERATED VALUE Were $3.98 and $4.98 last
truthfully say these dresses are the most phenomenal values
seen at such remarkable low prices.
Junior Miss . .
Misses Sizes . .
Women's Sizes .
For Every Woman
There's A Gossard!
.4,1-tort
Tall ones..
Big ones...
Small ones...
All women—look better, feel better, live better in a Gossard, be-
cause Gossard is first, and all ways first in quality, fit and design.
MRS. MARION CHAMBERS
Will Be Here
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1949
With a Complete Showing of
Lines of Beauty. . . Come in or call 174 for
appointment.
Long waited for 2 2 2 t skis
GOSSARD step-in with an Oil
sleek bock Vartical stretdit
rayon and cotton satin Omens
for a sleek smooth posterior
and much coveted comfort The
front is of figured batiste and
the hip panels of tame elosisk
EW
, (Ms
sail
streak
in elm&
Pcmgerkg
.Tbe
tine arttl
'OM itiaMia.
Februar1O, 949_0% sossialmensies 
me Race Tracks Run
en Horses Are Gone
York The racing fan
sly thinks of the race track
ather desolate place 
during
(-season and for the most
is, but there are times
it is abuzz with activi
ty
than equine.
y thoroughbred racing as-
on tracks are used by c
orn-
y groups and organizations
tivities ranging from kite-
contests to flower shows
arragansett Park is each
the scene of the seven-day
Circus for the benefit of
ACKACHE
comforting help for elsokaab•
tie Psi.. Cbettlog 
Up Night& Areal
mine, Ireltat133 plipares. Leg 
Patna.
ander eyes, awl swollen antl
se as.
manic and eon-system
ic Kidney and
troubles, try Cystea. 
Quick, complete
Ion or money bark 
guaranteed. ea
slat for Cystee today.
the Shrine crippled children's
hospital.
Proceeds of a horse show held
annually at Garden State Park
benefit the West Jersey Hospital,
and Suffolk Downs at East Bos-
ton, Mass., is turned into a speed-
way once a year for the running
of the "Soap Box Derby",
The California International
Flower Show is scheduled for this
Spring at Hollywood Park and if
current plans materialize, Tanfo-
ran at San Bruno, Cal., will be
used for community-sponsored
concerts.
Pure-bred cattle and livestock
shows are no strangers to race
tracks, such as Ak-Sar-Ben at
Omaha; Timonium in Maryland;
and Keeneland at Lexington, Ky.
Belmont Park, Churchill Downs,
Santa Anita and others have
been the scene of numerous pic-
nics and outings held by church
Going Somewhere?
Travel Refreshed
k fur it either way .. . both
marks mean the same thing.
lk.)TlaD UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA 
COMPANY CO
NOPKINSVILLS COCA-COLA ISOTTLINO CO
MPANY
01949, The Coco-Colo —Company
THE PRINCETON LEADEk,
New tvgolat.ons changing the
diability requirements for vet-
erans of World War I who are
seeking or may seeli benefits
from the Veterans Administra-
tion for disabilities not necessar-
ily due to their Military Service
are now in effect.
The new regulations affect
veterans who have reached the
age of 55 and served at least 90
days during World War 1 and
were honorably discharged. Vet-
erans who were discharged with
less than 90 days of service by
reason of disabilities due to ser-
vice come under the new regula-
tions.
Requirements I or veterans
who have not reached the age
of 55 have not been changed.
All World War I veterans are
urged to write to o u r office
which is located at 1405 W.
Broadwly Street, Louisville, Ky.,
or contact our Field Secretary
who visits each locality monthly,
notice of which is published in
the local newspapers.
This office assists all veterans
in their claims for pensions, com-
pensation, insurance claims, edu-
cational benefits or any other
benefits administered by the
Veteran Administration.
UK Professor Will Do
Research At Oak Ridge
Dr. Herbert P. Riley, head of
the University of Kentucky De-
partment of Botany, has been
granted a six-months' leave of
absence to do advanced scientific
research at Oak Ridge. He will
study the effects of various kinds
of radiation on the small, frag-
ment chromosomes found in cer-
tain plants.
groups. In addition to providing
two playgrounds on property ad-
joining its grounds, Belmont Park
has opened a new 16-acre parking
field as a play area during the
off-season.
In addition to its use for truck
rodeos, parade formations a n d
other activities, Hollywood Park's
grandstand provides storage and
sorting space for the local post
office during the Christmas rush.
Hialeah Park in Florida, na-
tionally known for its horticul-
tural beauty, is open the year
around as a park to which the
admission is free.
Everybody reads the Leader
"AGENTS 105
Clipper
LONG DISTANCE MOVING
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone $93 Princeton, Hy.
OR YOUR
Valeptlifrie
INE CANDIES by Whitman's . . . Pangburn:s . . 
Morris
. Kentucky Kandies . . .
he sweetest rememberance of all ... a gift of a lov
ely heart
haled box of delicious candies for tbat very spe
cial Valen-
ne on your list ... choose yours at Wood's where you 
have
Wide variety from which to pick . . all from 
America's
ost noted makers of fine confections . . . better n
ot wait
. place your order today!
In Special
Valentine
Packages
50c
and up
4 
• or your Valentine
February 14th
ammo' term meores nat atazi WHO 
mown&
GIVE
CHOCOLATES
The new $3 Sampler is a de-
light to beheld — a joy to
receive. Specially decorated
lot Valentines — like the
$1.50, $3 and $7.30 Samplers.
Other Whitman's packages —
fresh (mm the makers et
25c up.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 611
PRINCETON,
KENTUCKY
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
DINNER CALL FOR ELK—This herd of 24 
elk, all bulls, plunges through deep snow, in fl
ight from
a C-47 air forces plane whieh had just dropped hay 
from a height of about 125 feet over the Corra
l
creek area about 100 miles west of Denver, 
Colo. The feeding project was carried out by the C
olo-
rado game and fish department to halt t
he elk forays upon ranchers' precious haystacks in t
he
valleys. (AP Wirephoto)
Suggestions On
Brooding Chicks
The following suggestions on
brooding chicks are from the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken-
tucky.
Keep the fire burning in the
brooder stove two or three days
before putting in the chicks.
Regulate heat to 90 degrees at
edge of canopy. Don't overheat.
Feed chicks when they are put
into the house. If not fed they
may eat litter and develop diges-
tive troubles.
Use only feeds of good quality
in chick rations.
Allow enough feeder space to
avoid overcrowding—an inch for
each chick during the first 3 or
4 weeks and 2 inches thereafter.
Clean feeders daily when liquid
milk is fed.
If milk can't be had, then dried
buttermilk or dried skimmilk
may be used, and the chicks giv-
en clean water to drink.
If commercial mash is fed, it
is not necessary to feed milk.
Give chicks water to drink.
Use litter 2 to 4 inches deep at
the start and add to it from time
to time until it is 8 inches deep.
Keep it dry by stirring with a
fork.
Clean litter and clean feed
help to prevent disease.
Provide ventilation. Don't make
the mistake of having the house
closed too tight.
Put in low roosts when the
chicks are 3 or 4 weeks old.
Provide plenty of feed, shade
and water in summer.
Fined $200 For Pointing
Gun At Game Warden
Everett Hibbs, Providence, was
fined a maximum of $200 and
costs in the court of Judge Justin
Logan, Madisonville, January 25
on a charge of intimidating a
Division of Game and Fish Con-
servation Officer.
The defendant pleaded guilty
when brought into court by Con-
servation Officers Clark Bailey,
Central City, and J. B. McClain,
Dawson Springs, after being
sighted hunting in a field Jan-
uary 22 and after he had point-
ed a shotgun at Bailey when the
latter attempted to arrest him
for hunting out of season.
In many savage tribes, a per-
son's name is thought to be so
intimately connected with his
ps...rsonality that it is seldom ifmar-I/led: .
Balbo Rye Reduces
Hog-Raising Costs
• S. C. Shepherd of Pulaski coun-
ty has words of praise for a field
of balbo rye which he says saved
feed for him last fall. In August
he seeded six acres to this crop
at the rate of two and a fourth
bushels to the acre. In October,
he turned in 43 head of hogs.
When in several days they hadn't
grazed it down, he turned in six
head of cattle. Mr. Shepherd told
Farm Agent Hugh Hurst that he
is considering saving seed for
August sowing this year.
Receipe Of The Week
One way to save time in getting
meals is to have a muffin "mix"
of dry ingredients on hand, sug-
gests Mrs. Pearl Haak, food
specialist at the College of Agri-
citilture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky. It is a
simple matter to make it in large
quantity at home, then add milk
and eggs to the desired amount.
Oatmeal Muffin Mix
5s/2 cups sifted flour
1 1-3 cups sugar
6 tablespoons baking powder
1 tablespoon salt
1 1/4 cups shortening
51/2 cups uncooked quick roll(
oats
Sift together twice the first
four ingredients. Cut in shorten-
ing until the particles are the
size of rice grains. Add rolled
oats and blend. Store in covered
container in cool place. Makes
75 small muffins.
Muffins From Mix
To 2 cups of oatmeal muffin
mix, add 1 beaten egg and 2-3
cup milk. Stir lightly until com-
bined. Fill greased muffin tins
2-3 full. Bake in hot oven, 425
degrees, 15 to 20 minutes. Makes
12 muffins.
Menu: Swiss steak, buttered
parsnips, cauliflower with cheese
Woman's old problem
relieved by 2-way help
What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly paint
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDUI'S 2-way help.
You see, Caner may make things
Iota easier for you In either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label. it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic.
It should Improve your appetite, aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
COMO. CILIDcy 13 scientifically pre-
pared and scientifically tested. It
you suffer "at thaws csrtairt thaw:
sat Comm today.
Amerce' as' best-looking ant4 nest new trucks!
REVOLUTIONARY
STUDEBAKER 49ER5
Plenty of low-cost -power!
A brand new kind of ruggedness!
• A naive kind of dependable per-
tormanc•I Big savings on gas, o
il,
repairs!
• New cab design—rostra vision
all around! Enclosed cab steps.
• Now "lift-this-hood" accessibil-
ity to angina and IgnItIonl
powerful 11/2-ten and 2-
ten Studebak•r trunks
avallable.ln feta wheel-
base" for 9 foot. 17 font.
14 or 15 foot and 17,o.' 18
foot bodies. There', a full
line of % -ton, % -ton,and
1-too models, too.
ISMIMMeatmellemeallIIIIMelleselearelellereesell
ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
Hopkinsville Road Phone 127-J
sauces apple salad, oatmeal muf-
fins, butter and canned black-
berries.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
FIRE
INSURANCE
CALL 31
MARK cliNNiNGHAM. Apt
Complete Insurance Serloce
ill W. Market St.
Pa o Nino
Lakewood
Mrs. I. J. Harris was hostess
to Lakewood Homemakers Jan-
uary 12. SEven members and
three visitors heard the third
lesson on slipcovering.
Mrs. Cook Oliver presided
and Mrs. I. J. Harris read the
devotional from Psalms, 148th
chapter, 1-8 verses. The thought
for the month, an interesting
poem in this new year, was year
by Mrs. Luther Sells. The min-
or project, on legal affairs, was
given by Mrs. Robert Morse,
Mrs. Cook Oliver gave the ma-
jor lesson. Mrs. Luther Sell con-
ducted the recreational hour.
Members present were Mes-
dames Luther Sell, R. V. Hopper,
Cook Oliver, Fred. Stewart, Ro-
bert Morse. Homer McCaslin, I.
J. Harris and Miss Wiling Van-
diver.
Everybody reads The Leader,
How To Relieve
Bronchitis
C.Teomulaiontelievespromptlybetault•
It gore right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen sod expel germ laden
phlegm and mid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender. inflamed bronchial
isun,ous membranes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creonsulsion
with the understanding you must like
th• way it quickly allays the cough
or you ant to have your money hack
CREOMULSIONfor Coughs,ChestColds,Bronc
/77 
choosing my \
Army 
education
6 tee / en lis t 
"
, "That's right! I'm getting
good Army pay while I learn
—in the field of my own choice.
"You see, I'm a high sghool
graduate, and that qualifies me
for the Army Technical School
Plan. That means I pick two
specialist fields of interest
(there are almost 100), and
two courses in each field of in-
terest. If there's an opening in
one of the courses, I get ac-
cepted for it before my 3-year
COURTHOUSE
enlistment, and the Army
guarantees my training!
"In my language, that's an
A-1 deal. Why don't you join
me? Get the facts at your U. S.
Army and U. S. Air Force Re-
cruiting Station today."
.1111 f RS WITH A FUTURE
U.S. Army and
U. S. Air Force
Princeton, Ky.
AnurettniS,
FREDONIA, KY.
etivoiro%
a new
fashion idea
cI At-i&zmAL Cb1A44
th404:4 sirta,lt -PA -vibe
Because most of us have curves, we've resente
d choosing between "old-looking" clothes and
younger fashions that just didn't fit! Now we bring yosi Pe
g Palmer—an entirely new kind
of dress . . youthful MID-SIZES for today's sm
art half-size figures. New, from the very
patterns from which they're cut to the figure-flatteri
ng youth of their style . . . Now you
can look as young as you feel!
•
The suit-dress that minimizes your w
aist to
nothing at all! Narco rayon sheer touched
with matching rayon taffeta. Grey, green,
navy on white. Mid-sizes 16% to 22%.
At seen In Good Housekeeping.
$16.95
Brief bolero tops a grey, blue, or Ted clay
dress banded In black taffeta and subtract-
ing inches like magic. Exclusive Peg Palmer
rayon crepe print as seen in Vogue magm
-
ata& Mid-sizei 12% to 18%. $16.95
Other Peg Palmer dresses from
$8.95
Maher" r4
efrilirtit, SPIMVMS2,L .Q4...
CaVil, (14% rifles 11 /41411
SAM HOWERTON'S
Fredonia, Ky.
,
ae
5,
5.
VFW To Have Open
House Tuesday
Tribute Paid Annually
To Men Who Died In
Spanish War
Open house in memory of those
who lost their lives in the Span-
ish-American War will be observ-
ed from 12 until 9 o'clock, Tues-
day. Feb. 15, by the Ray-Crider-
McNabb Post, Veterans of For-
eign Wars, at the post home, 121
t
yea, ibute to '0,,
is paid on the amuse, y
t 7s- sinking of the Batt:, silt
Maine in Havana harbor, t s
with the loss of 260 lives, Paul
Jones Morse, post commander,
said.
The public is cordially invited
to visit the post during open
house, Commander Morse said.
Remodeling of the house has
been going on for the last two
months and the work shoeld be
completed by Tuesday, the com-
mander said.
OPEN HOUSE
VFW
Tuesday, February 15
12-9 o'clock
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
SEA FRIENDLY SAYS:
Aee a g149'1
7 01/
\
Triendly
pvt,""rr*
frtte
54s161-
4161
saieee
sees'ai
And there's a reason! It's
in the go-everywhere styles
that make Friendly Sports
your favorite shoes, and you
his favorite girl!
1
4r
RED - - GREEN - - BROWN - - BLACK
$4.95 $5.95 $6.95
Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
Princeton, Ky.
Classified Ads
OR SALE: Durk Tobacco Seed
of Best Quality, several vari-
eties. See your dealer or order
from growers. $1.00 per pack-
age. Shaffer & Kurtz, Hen-
shaw, Kentucky. 4tc
For your auto and truck repair-
ing needs, visit Homer Fuller's
garage on Dawson Road He
FOR SALE: One pair fullbred
Spitz pups. Age 6 mos. Male
and female. Ralph H. Kennedy,
Dawson Rd. ltp
ONE DAY radio service on all
makes and models. Satisfac-
tory work at reasonable prices
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Ra-
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tic
FOR SALE: 1941 2-door Ply-
mouth. Heater, radio. Charles
Hopper, Marion Rd., Crow-
town. Can see after 5 weekdays
or Saturdays. 2tp
PIANOS: Both new and used.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
Hopkinsville, Ky. 132tp
HELP WANTED: Man with car
wanted for route work. $15 to
$20 in a day. No experience or
capital required. Steady. Write
today. Mr. Sharp, 120 East Clark
Street, Freeport, Ill. 2tp
FOR SALE: Fescue Seed, clean,
first quality. Phone 99 day;
Night Farmersville exchange
903. Clifton Chit and Marvin
Sigler. 3tp
WANTED: Laundry work, stret-
ching curtains, baby sitting,
practical nursing or any other
work you might have. Phone
735-W. I am out of work. Miss
Archie Dunning, 105 Good St.
ltp
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed in all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Phone 557. tfc
WANTED TO RENT: House or
apartment for couple. See or
call Mrs. Engel, Princeton Ho-
tel. ltp
Car Heaters, Stewart Warner
Heaters repaired, installed,
sold. Williems Texaco Service
Station. Corner Plum & Main.
Phone 557. tic
LOST: 4 white shoats, weighing
about 85 lbs. $25 reward for in-
formation leading to their re-
turn. Sam Martin, Rt. 6, Prince-
ton. Phone 3421 2tp
Kennedy and Stalling — Elect-
rical contractors; REA. wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
Phone 365-J or 541-W, tic
FOR SALE: 2 used Maytag wash-
ers; I used gas range; 1 used 7
ft. Frigidaire refrigerator. All
in good condition. McConnell
Electric. Itc
For more beautiful walls use
RED SPOT that wall paint —
only $3.00 gal.—in 12 matched
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Parmolite finish. JOINER'S--
your friendly hardware. tic
WANTED: Someone to do gener-
al housecleaning two days a
week. Call 251. ltc
Lake Rudolf in Kenya, Africa,
was once twice its present size
and may have been the original
source of the Nile.
ATTPTIQN!.
VETERANS!
If you have served in the Armed Forces of the U. S. A. between the
following dates:
APRIL 6,1917 - NOVEMBER 11, 1948
DECEMBER 7, 1941 - SEPTEMBER 2, 1945
and have an honorable discharge, your are eligible for
membership in the
AMERICAN LEGION
THE LEGION NEEDS YOU!
YOU NEED THE LEGION!
JOIN TODAY! DON'T DELAY!
See any of the following officers or any member for
application form.
JAMES B. GRIFFITH, commander
ERNEST CHILDRESS, vice-commander
FRED JAKE, adjutant
J. W. MEYERS, finance officer
LACY CUNNINGHAM, sergeant-at-arms
JEWELL PATTERSON, athletic officer
EDWARD KRINARD, service officer
S. A. BECKNER, chaplain
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Pollards Brother
Injurod In Accident
Marvin Nunley, Owensboro,
brother of Mrs. C. T. Pollard,
suffered a broken back Saturday
night in a truck accident, Mr.
Pollard told The Leader Monday.
Mrs. Pollard was with her broth-
er Sunday and Sunday night. Mr.
Nunley is doing as well as can
be expected, Mr. Pollard said.
March Of Dimes
Short Of Quota
Fund Expected To Hit
$1,200 Mark; Other
Counties Lagging
With some money still being
received this week the March of
Dimes fund is expected to reach
the $1,200 mark by Saturday
when the money is sent to the
state organization, Joe Wilcox,
campaign chairman, said Tues-
day.
About $1,150 had been sent in
by Tuesday, Mr. Wilcox said, and
this was better than had been
hoped considering the slowness
of returns.
Nearly all the counties in the
State were reporting less than
their quotas this year, according
newspaper stories from other
sections.
Feb. 15 Deadline
For ACP Reports
Farmers Also Due To
Sign For 1949,
Chairman Advises
Tuesday, Feb. 15, is the last
day for farmers to report conser-
vation practices carried out un-
der provisions of the 1848 Agri-
cultural Conservation Program in
order to qualify for payments, W.
G. Shoulders, chairman of the
Caldwell County ACP Committee,
said this week.
Mr. Shoulders states that farm-
ers who received soil-building
materials should report on the
use of these, whether a cash pay-
ment is due them or not.
Farmers who have not -yet
signed to participate in the 1949
Agricultural Conservation Pro-
gram may sign 1949 program
plans at the same time they re-
port in 1948 ACP performance,
Mr. Shoulders said.
Card Of Thanks
We thank our friends and
neighbors for their kindness and
sympathy during the illness and
death of our wife and mother,
Mrs. Joe Murphy. We thank Dr.
Barnes, Brown's Funeral Home,
and those who sent flowers and
cards.
Joe Murphy and Family.
Card Of Thanks
We wish to thank our many
friends and' neighbors for their
many acts of kindness during the
illness and death of our beloved
husband and father. We espec-
ially wish to thank the under-
takers, Mr. Brown and Mrs.
Burhl, Rev. Ray Wiggington, the
blood donors and also the ones
that offered blood. May God's
blessing rest upon you is our
prayer.
Mrs. Lawrence Wilson
and Family
K. A. Johnston Gets
New Assignment
Is Transferred To Lynch,
Ky.; Was Civic
Leader At Marion
News have been received in
Mexico, Marion and Crittenden
county that K. A. Johnston, sup-
erintendent of the United State
Coal and Coke Company there,
is to be transferred by the U. S.
Steel Corporation to a larger
operation at Lynch, Ky.
Mr. Johnson came to Critten-
den county in January, 1929, and
has won for himself an except-
ional high position in the com-
munity. He has been a member
of the Kiwanis Club, serving as
president, and he is now lieuten-
ant governor, Division One, Ken-
tucky-Tennesee District.
He is a member of the local
Masonic Lodge, the Methodist
Church and is chairman of the
board of stewards. He has put
forth his best efforts in the ad-
vancement of all civic improve-
ments of his community.
To show how well he is liked at
Marion, the following is a copy of
a letter which was written to him
by tits Marion Kiwanis Club:
February 4, 1949
Mr. Ken Johnston
Lt. Governor, Division One,
Ky.-Tenn. Dist. Kiwanis Inter-
national and Member Marion
Club,
Mexico, Kentucky
Dear Ken:
We rejoice with you and your
family in your advancement to a
higher and larger field of opera-
tions, yet we feel deeply the loss
to our club and community, of
which you have been a part so
long.
We are unable to write as we
feel, but in appreciation of your
outstanding service to our club
and community, the best wishes
of the Marion Kiwanis Club go
with you and your family in your
new home.
In passing, it has been said
that some day all good things
must come to an end but we can
leave behind footprints that will
be remembered. These footprints
are Love, Friendship and Admir-
ation for our fellowmen and I
am sure that these are the kind
of footprints that will linger in
our community when you have
reached your new home.
As a further appreciation of
your service to our club, proper
notation has been made in the
minutes of our club and a copy
of this letter filed with our rec-
ords.
With best wishes, I remain,
Yours very truly,
Charles C. Hunter,
Secretary, Marion Kiwanis Club.
Card Of Thanks
Our hearts have been gladden-
ed and the burden of our sorrow
lightened by the acts and ex-
pressions of love and sympathy
which the many friends of our
father, James Bible Groom, have
showered upon us. To each of
them we express our sincere
gratitude.
The sons and daughters of
J. B. Groom and their
respectice families.
Faulty vision in one eye is of-
ten a factor in automobile acci-
dents, a study of California driv-
ers showed.
FIELD SEED
and
FERTILIZER
Red Clover
Timothy
Red Top
Lespedeza
Rye Grass
Ladino Clover
Seed Sowers
Blue Grass
White Clover
Sweet Clover
Orchard Grass
Alfalfa
No, 1 Fescue
Innoculation
Armour's and Cumberland
Fertilizers
64-8 4-12-8 3-8-6 2-12-6
Armour's Velvet Green 5-10-5
HARDarARE CO.
Tenth and Virginia St.
Hopkinwrille, Kentucky
Phone 332
utor's Notice
knowing them-
selvea to (at estate
of the !' . ii will
and settle
accoulL. t. c February
20; anti all persona having
claims against the said estate
will please present same for pay-
ment.
Ittunsey B. Taylor, Executor 3te
Executor's Notice
All oersons having claims
against the estate of Thomas W.
Spickard, deceased, are to pres-
ent the same, properly proven, to
me on or before Tuesday, March
15. Those knowing themselves in-
debted to estate will please come
forward and settle the accounts
before that time.
.1. Gordon Lisanby,
Executor 2tc
Everybody reads the Leader
Thula February 10 1I 9
s • .
Hypnotism has been known for About h ,.! ,r tires
centuries, to the Persian magi come rioni, .iod almost ss
and Indian yogis a rid fakirs, eltports go to, Great [(rata
among Northern Ireland.
LOOK AND LISTEN!
We have all the top tunes in
RCA
Victor Record k and
Rodio Combinations.
PRINCITON MUSIC COMPANY
(Rear of C. A. Woodall Ins. Office)
voloAAAAAAAAAANY
Our Second Anmversary . . .
VALENTINE'S DAY
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14
In appreciation of your splendid patronage, the many courtesies
shown us and your cooperation in our second year in Princeton,
we are offering these
-REDUCTIONS-
SUITS  25% off
OVERCOATS . 25% off
And Drastic Reductions in Sweaters, Shirts and Ties
WOOD BROS.
DAD 'N LAD STORE
Look To Your Red Front Store For You
Lenten Foods
Salmon_ Del Monte, red, 1-1b. can 61c
Eatwell, mustard saute
Sardines No. 1 oval can 27c
White Fish flat, Lake Herring, lb. 30c
Herring
Wisconsin
Daisy Cheese
Garden City
Tomato Catsup
Crackers
Flour Lite Flake
Falwell, in tomato sauce
Sardines
Molasses
Cut lunch
New Orleans, pure, lb.
Gerbers, ant strained
Baby Food
Ml Choice
Oleomargarine
Steak
45a -oz. can,
Round or Sirloin
Yellow and firm
Onions
Ovenkist
lb. 45c
full cream lib. 46c
14-os. bottle 14c
2 lb. box 43c
25-lb. bag $1.69
No. I can, oval 27c
12c
12 for 95c
2,„„ 49c
MeGoverns, pink
Salmon
Eatwell
Sardines
Mackeral fr salt, split
Herring boneless
White Sea, light meat
Tuna Fish
Red Cross Macaroni or
Spaghetti
Cheese_ fishers
Hunt's green and white
Asparagus
Flour
Hunt's
Fruit Cocktail
Milkcondensed, Sunshine, 2
Apple Butter
Red Goose
MEAT SPECIALS
Government Inspected Grade A Beef
lb. 65c Steak or Roast, Prime Rib
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
5-1b. mesh
Tomatoes tub.
Cobbler
bag 27c Potatoes
lb 27c
tip
No "rr
1-lb. can
natural No. 1 Lilt an 21
lb 35
lb 49
3
3 packages 2
2-lb. box 6
101,2 oz
25-1b bar
16-oz.
5
cart 1
tall cans 2
2g-os. jar
10-lb. mesh has 4
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
•
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